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MELVILLE: PROMETHEAN
BY LLOYD MORRIS

E\'ERY morning for twenty latter years of the past century, a

bearded man of reserved expression and robust figure exceed-

ing average stature, emerged from a tall and dingy-yellow brick

house on twenty-sixth street ^Manhattan ; and proceeding with meas-

ured tread on a westerly course, came to a low shed at the foot of

Gansevoort Street on North River.

His expression had always been of sober cast, and his small eyes,

coldly remote as the blue-green of shoal water, appeared smaller

under the shadow of prominent superciliary ridges. These features

of the majestic head with its backward poise, and small straight

nose, attracted attention; but did not arouse reflection as did the

heavy beard and mustache. To the vagabond man who all his life

had travelled light, these obviated the necessity of packing shaving

tackle ; but what did they cover ?

He carried his middle years vitally, but had not always been

sturdy. His first six years of life were besieged by frailties that

left him peaked of air. In his seventh year, on a recuperative visit

from a native and devitalized metropolitan atmosphere, to the

fresher Berkshires, he went well recomm.ended by his father in

a prefatory letter, as somewhat backward in speech and slow of

comprehension, but both solid and profound as far as his under-

standing of men and things went, and of a docile and amiable dis-

position.

So far as the dark destinies of mortal life, its seeming hapless

subjection to malign forces, and Man's own social cruelties and

hypocricies were concerned, this man's slowness of comprehension

afflicted him throughout a long and epic life dedicated to grappling

with the mvstery of evil ; whose reason he explored ; whose sanction
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he imijugned : and whose enmity to the human race he opposed with

an uncompromising and aggressive hostility, which was to the ex-

cUision of all else the theme of his life and literary work.

Behind him at a sparely furnished morning meal, he left a level-

faced wife and two daughters; one of whom in after years could

not recall her father's memory without suffering physical nausea.

The breakfast table had formerly accomodated two other members

of the family : but the younger son fled the house, and his first-

born brother had died in an upper chamber from a bullet wound.

Before him through the low door marked Customs Office, were

his colleagues: the flotsam and jetsam of political patronage; the

tag-rag-cut and bob-tail of Society's economic rejects engaged in

an occupation which he, in prophetic utterance two score years pre-

viously had described as most inglorious: worse than driving geese

to water. From earliest youth his gift for prevision, not only in

the large aspects of the social spectacle, but, also, in his own des-

tiny, is strangely evidenced in his writings, and must have laid up-

on him many dark hours. Though commemorative of another

his own words,

—

"The Seer forcsaiv his soldier's doom yet 7cillcd

the fight," were epitaphic of himself.

Indeed he had not come down through the years to this place

by ways of easy declension. The struggle had been ruthless and

desperate ; yet the preceeding quarter of a century of achievement,

frustration and rebellion was perhaps less sublimely tragic than

the heroic submissiveness of his present years.

V,\\i not alone by him had the agonies of a titanic authorship

been sufifered. The dead, the fled, and the clemmed faces of the

survivors at the breakfast table were, akso, scars of an eclipsed liter-

ary celebrity. Was their basking in his nine-day notoriety a hap-

pily sufficient sulistitute for their privations and the mordancies of

a disillusioned Melvillean wit? Can the funeral flower of a vicari-

ous fame blcom beneath the sod before their dead eyes : or blossom

back thrnrgh vanished years to soothe the bite of their living pen-

ury, and make its pang as though it had never been ? For that they

have come down to posterity under the shadow of his greatness, they

have paid— paid when they writhed luider his acrid humours; paid

when they were revolted by the erratic flows of yokel jocosities that

gave them immunity from having a madman for husband ; a para-

noiac for father.
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Few are the Immortals who have not achieved their glorious

station at some expense suffered hy unhonored friends or family

cheerfully yielding- or hardily deprived of their own lot in life's

joyance and weal. Are ever the pomp and circumstance of fame

worth a single heartbreak ; or the majesty of past times valid against

an idle tear? Would it really have been any loss if instead of their

labors of greatest renown, the great ones of earth had hewn wood
and drawn water? Though Wisdom had never come out of the East,

day would still have followed night, and the evening star continued

to usher in the dusk. So, too, Mardi, Moby Dick, and The Confi-

dence Man, written or unwritten, had changed not the clamor of the

changeful sea.

Look well at this man standing here in the meanest circumstances

at a door on a street bearing his mother's family name : a first-family

in old New Amsterdam. He is the bankrupt son of a bankrupt father
;

grandson to a prominent revolutionary general ; brother to a for-

mer secretary to the U. S. Legation in London ; and allied in cousin-

ship to the cadet house of an ancient Scottish barony. High parental

pride in this lineage dominated his juvenile environment, and was

in after years to lie upon him as the curse of Zeus. Successively

bank clerk, store assistant, school teacher, ship's-boy, whaler, ab-

sconding mariner, mutineer, jail inmate, hotel clerk, ordinary sea-

man sentenced to flogging on a L^. S. Frigate, Lyceum Lecturer,

and friend—O Spirit of Comedy I to Hawthorne who was friend

to none—out of these blended elements he wrought his ten novels

and five volumes of poetry that provoked critical diatribes in the

polite circles of English speaking letters ; set missionary societies

by the ears ; inspired the abolition of flogging, and the inception of

ameliorated conditions of service in the American Navy ; and which

caused him to be viewed by the clearer-visioned French, as intel-

lectual kin to their own Rabelais.

He is the greatest literary figure America has ever produced,

and probably will never exceed. His only contemporary who sus-

pected it was a bright-faced little blue-stocking in the Berkshires.

She was a born neophyte who in turn had prattled enthusiasm over

Mr. Ralph W. Emerson and other transcendentalists. There was
something quite different in her estimate of this man ; something

almost of reluctance in its admissions which are noticeable as apply-

ing to the man rather than to his works. Only indirectly was it
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an aciultinic ()])ini()n; directly it was a woman's opinion of a man.

It was reflective, it was distnrbinj^. liitin^ the top of her (|uill.

she wrote her motiicr than she was not sure he was not a "very pjreat

man. . . .true, warm-hearted. . . .soul. . . .intellect. . . .earnest, sin-

cere. .. .rexerent ... .very tender anrl modest ... .with an air free,

brave and manl\- ... .Conversation full of j^'esturc and force....

loses himself in his subject .... .\o i,'race nor polish ... .very keen

perceptive power ... .once in awhile his :inimation p;ives j)lace to a

sinjj[ularly <|uiet ex])ression. . . .but his eyes. ..." They disturb you.

those cetacean eves, which at times seem not so much to envelope

vou with penetratiuLi^ understandini;. as to withdraw you remotely

into themselves, ^'our husband is not (juite like that ; and as you

sit in the twilit^ht teachinij your children the Christian doctrine

beneath the jilaster casts of antiquity, you find it con\enient to re-

iterate apostrophes of the "wonderful, wonderful eyes" of the excel-

lent Xathaneal each revered optic like a "violet with a soul in it."

When Xathaneal I lawthorne's imported jjothic fce-foh-fi-fum and

seminarv embroderies of authinshi]) are unremembered, his name

will be fresh and clear ; because he was husband to the woman

who gave recognition to one who was ])ro])het. poet, satirist.

You need not be ashamed of being where you are. Mr. .Melville,

r.ehind you is a discredited literary rejiutation ; before you is a

discredited economic occupation. I'ut look ! there is the sky : there

the s])arrow chee])ing ruder the ea\e: and the tides of .\orth River

slapi)ing against the wharf.

"T know where 1 am."

"Then let us go back to the morning ymi first stofxl outside this

door. You have debts, you have tragedy: you have been crowned

with— thorns : and a bauble sceptre of bubble reputation pressed

between \our fingers—are you going to falter through that door

or turn \our back ujion it? You have not approved the method of

The Syrian, but at least lie carried his vision to its logical ex-

tremity: is your ])hilosophy less than that of the Xazarene?

"1 le was the onlv true man. 1 le was full of heavenly wisdom but

had little jjractical sense. If He came again he would come as

antjther ."Nhakesjjeare."

Since when. Ishmael, have y(Mi who outcrowed the rationalist

cock, become apostle to the pragmatic? T.ut pause with your hand
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on the latch, clear Sir. There are only three females left back there

in number 104; and if you do not weaken, and will continue with

borrowed money to buy prints and engravings instead of food ; who

knows they may not also get tired of it—of your sardonic japes,

your gargantuan ironies: and run away: or perhaps another rifle-

shot in that upper room : and then you will be quite untrammelled

to continue producing literature that

—

"I prefer not to."

Come, did you not, also, remark that "we all feel more warmly

to the Lord of Evil Himself, than towards a petty shop keeper who

daily practices all the discrete virtues." Tush ! man, you are not

the first and will not be the last to think themselves tramelled in

the unholy bonds of matrimony. But remember the wind blows

cold on her side the fence, too. She may not feel it sensitively as

do you : but it blows. You have never been respectably employed

in a steady business capacity : banking your money Saturday nights,

and on Sunday, the parlor opened up : best clothes, social engage-

ments, and to church with Lizzie's gloved finger-tips decorously rest-

ing on yoiu" crooked right arm. Instead, you have given her debts,

poverty, vagrancy, a nine-days literary reputation, and this scrib-

bling itch which she will never understand, never approve :

—

"Herman has taken to writing ]:)oetry. Mother : you need not tell

any one for you know how such things get round." Now if you

had studied Mr. Samuel Smiles and Mr. Benjamin Franklin instead

of your avid pasturage of profitless recondite literature (you got

back at Ben in Israel Potter, didn't you) or if you must write poetry

you could have pondered the Kalei'ola, and then you, too. would

have been a1)le to tell the world in penny numbers, life is not an emp-

ty dream but a snug bank balance. There are lots of persons, too,

writing about I 'ncle Toms, and little people and wide, wide worlds.

They must be very pleasant people to write such nice stories : and

I'm sure if you gave your mind to it they could teach you to do it

also. Depend u])on it they have nice new store furniture in their

houses : not the old mahogany stufif you drag down from the attic

and fondle over—prints, engravings : indeed ! is there no clerk

wanted at the new store opening up round the corner?

Oh ! well, Lizzie will never give you away outside the family

circle. The sterling latencies of her character have been forged
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on the anvil of union with you : and you are more largely human

for it. A little while back there in Liverpool on a rainy night at a

mean and windy street corner you toUl your Judas that you had al-

most consented to he annihilated. Perhaps you are wise, Mr. Mel-

ville ; discreet : successful Narcissism is a virtue which Society de-

lights to honor in its Napoleons. For the others there is a cup of

hemlock ; a cross ; a felon's grave ; or, constituted authority will

point a menacing finger and say he hath a devil let him be looked to

—

He is going—the man this western world has been waiting for

;

the man who justifies its political existence; the peer of Milton,

Bunyan, Dante. Goethe ; and with them the superior of Shakespeare

and Cervantes in the measure wherein all who deal transcendentally

with the transcendental are su])erior to those who deal superlatively

only with manners and morals—Gone I

J'alc Prometheus! .h'c Timon ! In your boyhood God was in

your heaven and Eden about you. Your affectionate, ardent, sensi-

tive nature yearned for human demonstrativeness of aflfection in re-

sponse to your own expressiveness—from your father you got a

lying idol ; from your mother a conventionally proper regard ; and

from God expulsion for no fault known to you, from your Eden

to the "hellish society of Men." In your early manhood you sought

for it still in pathetic generosities of advance to Hawthorne, and

got

—

Ethan Brand. You turned again to the supernalities that were

your boyhood's cherished worship : there to slake your fainting,

fustrated spirit, and }Ou got— this inspectorship of customs.

Put in bringing him to this door, the President of the Immortals

had not done with Herman Melville. Done is his physical Odyssey

of far-seafaring where the gull dips its broad wings to the freshen-

ing gale : where the scum of humanity spews from sea slums to land

slums, and is re-vomited from shore dives to the material and moral

stench of battered forecastles ; but the terrific spiritual Odyssey

which paralleled it goes on through two decades of daily clerical

round of livelihood ; and beyond to where at life's ending he will re-

ply to an admiring commentator seeking further light on his life and

work, that at his advanced age his physical vigor sensibly declines ;

and the little that is left he husbands for certain uncompleted things

which indeed may never be completed.

The Spirit of Comedy is a great Salvationist. It will save all

who on occasion can see themselves in the Universe, and the Uni-
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verse in themselves—God, devil, society, good, evil ; and seeing,

genuinely laugh : laugh at that they hold most dearly, follow most

earnestly ; and laughing, laugh at laughter. It saved Melville as

flotsam from the wrecking surges of his past years ; it will save him
now when he can no more seek to meet his individual culture-

struggle by change of physical venue, but must stand to it here. It

will play lambently over his social contacts ; but no more lighting his

written word. His eyes will still be turned as shrewdly and avidly

outward as when before startled Bostonia he described Lateran

statuary : likening figured Socrates to an Irish comedian ; and speak-

ing of the bust of Plato as of one with locks and hair of an ex-

quisite meditating the destinies of the world under the hands of the

hairdresser. He will live his private life somewhat mildly in the

style of a Dutch genre painting ; blandly refusing communion of

fellowship with his literary contemporaries. He will avoid con-

tacts which suggest he is yet regarded as the man who lived among
cannibals and wrote a book about it ; and any conversation of which

it might be the inception, he will quietly and obstinately conduct

into arid metaphysical speculations. Of his daughters' suitors he

will politely enquire their preference in breakfast cereals—Poor

Lizzie : poor Herman ! What thoughts will be his in that upper

chamber. Will he ever scan the mail for a letter directed in a boyish

hand, and bearing some distant postmark ? Are the years of his own
young misery so far past that he cannot remember his own youth

and have the mercy of understanding?

Our pursuits are flights ; our hunters quarry ; and that we think

to harry, bays our flying feet across the years. Perhaps in the

calmer waters behind that custom office door, Ishmael will sight

the unseen and dip his ensign in those significant later lines ;

—

"If Conscience doubt she'll next recant;

tell at last

Are earnest nuturcs staggering here,

But fatherless sJiadoivs

Me reassure nor let me be

Like a lone dog that for a master cries."

Under finite criticism the pattern of individual lives seems

often to have sufliered from being miscast in the game and play of

mortal life; and happy conjecture fancies how surpassing the

splendid might have been, how much better the best, how satisfac-
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tory the inferior uiulcr suine fosterinj,' re-arrangement of cir-

cumstances that we can conceive. Melville we say seems not to have

fitted into his day very well. In the nineteenth century he is a

strange protusion of hygone cultures—the last brilliant flare-up of

the (ircat Renaissance of classicism fading before the dawn of

the greater Mechanical .\gc. lie has originated nothing novel in

the condrct of life as have Ueyle. Hutler. Xietche; but he has sur-

veyed the social and cosmic spectacle with novelty of method. He
might have been a great metaphysi'-ian bad be not been a roman-

tic novelist : he might have been a romantic novelist bad he not

been a poet and satirist : and the only reason he was not these is

that be was the others also. lie has taught nothing didatically, but

all can learn from him. In .\merica he is not (juitc singular. ( Ireat

genius never flowers alone on a completely herbless plain ; the

mountain also has its foothills. Chi\ers and Poe are among the

leaves of grass : and. also Mr. Ralph W. lunerson who with a lit-

tle more cilture would have been a great writer; and with a little

more learning, an ade(|uate college professor. In Europe he stands

with the other great gods Terminii of the nineteenth century: a

little dizzy looking back whence we have come ; and forward whither

we go. He is, we declare, too spacious for the ])olitical bog-wallow

and ciininiercial stv of post-civil war America; which is such an

admirable background for the social satirist. How tremendous we

can imagine him sailing with some scopa down the wild ultimities

of distant skerry and Hoe; and we wonder bow much of Beowulf

he had read before writing Moby-Dich. We think of him matching

tales with the pilgrims, from Tabard Inn to Becket's crypt; and with

Piers Plowman breasting the western ways from Clungunford

to Clce ; or trudging gleefully with Master iVancois through I'oitou

and Tourraine. r»ut best of all, surely, for this strayed I*'lizabethean

would ba\e been the Mermaid Tavern; companied by Master Mar-

lowe, dead in the affair of a wanton wench down Deptford way;

<uid the Sweet Sonnetteer, dead, (lod knows where or bow.

What might have been could ne\er be. Into the larger scroll

of I'.eing, our smaller traceries fall with implacable rightness.

When .MeKillc passed through the Custom House door, the best

in him was already written out. Ease could not have bettered it,

affluence and success could have diminished it. There is a fatal
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sufficiency in all that we have and are. We are our own fathers,

and sons of ourselves : for of the springs of human actions : the

abilities that trace the source of individual destinies : they lie in

infinite inheritance from eternity acted upon by the impersonal en-

vironment of childhood's familiar things, adult example, and the

moulding dictates of adult direction.

Melville's childhood was an environment of genteel provincial

New York society of the early 19th century, supporting a conven-

tional consequence with the deprecatory acknowledgement of an-

cestral haloes proper to democracy. His father, a merchant im-

porter established in Xew York, was kin to a peer of Scotland,

and therefore not an ordinary common shop-keeper ; but one who

had spent some years on the continent and was heir to the cast-oft

graces of the Tuileries, and glib usages of social intercourse and

culture. He went bankrupt in 1833. His character is patently

limned in the so-called "Chair-Portrait" : and fatally delineated in

Pierre. This paternity so long on pedigree and eventually so short

on cash, was matched on the distail side by an equal rigidity of a

spine nee Gansevort. Until the financial crash there was an at-

mosphere of bland cultivation ; requisite menial attendants, decent

table equippage, distant attempts at elegancy of furnishing, bric-a-

brae, occasional wines, and for the children, genteel scholarship at

the Academv.

The world went very well for little Herman in this serene, pro-

tected milieu : no responsibilities, all the amenities and convenances

accepted as matter of course ; no doubts ; church and prayers at the

proper times in the proper way ; modulated speech, comely regu-

larity of meals and fine clean apparel, and no conception that the

whole world was not of this gently beautiful calibre; with God in

His heaven sending the nice rains to the thirsty flowers, and the

bright sun to warm them and make happv the friendly cows lowing

in the lush meadows. Then at night God would perhaps lean out

from heaven to listen to happy, happy little children asking Him
to bless dear Papa and Mama who Avere so kind in giving theni

toys and lollipops and nice warm beds—good—good night, dear

God ; Fm so happy You made me and send the bright angels to

quire about my cot till the twittering birds call me to—get up—get

up. Xo conception that this was only one oasis among others simi-

lar and superior, guarded and maintained by parents battling in
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chaffering marts with other parents ; and that outside this Eden was

the ocean of life haunted by the "pale sot of the Maladive Sea."

Certainly his infant years yearned ahandotidediy for affection:

esi)eoially from liis mother; and for emotional bread he got a well-

bred stone. Still, as obliterating material compensation there were

])]casant etchings and engravings on the walls: pictured books

banded with gold; a grandpapa, relic of the IJoston Tea I'arty: a

somewhat dessicated old codger whose passion for incendiarism was
now gratified as member of the local hook, ladder and bucket

brigade, but who still had tales to tell. There was an uncle, too,

home from France with a I'^rench huzzie to wife: an oldish beau

reduced to bucolic livelihood up-state; where his faded dandifica-

tions of the ancicn regime were prettily disposed to the courtly

milking of kine and the nice conduct of a muck rake. On oc-

casion would come to the avuncular Dc \\'ulf : crimson of face and

mancd like a lion with the white snows of hardy age. He had done

marvelous strange things with dogs and sleds round about Ok-

hotsh. Were there not, also, fish in the streams and birds in the

wood. In the presence of jihysical delights to eye and car. i)sycho-

logical frustrations and inhibitions hold brief consciousness in

childhood's years. They are quickly submerged, to emerge multi-

plied into seven devils when in later times these same pleasant jihysi-

cal soporofics are replaced by sociological stress and physiological

fatigue.

In the boy's fifteenth year an happy dispensation of Providence

accrued to his father when death discounted all reckonings against

him : commercial and filial. Of the former the settlement was final

;

the latter was merely jiost-dated at an interest devastatingly com-

pounded.

The oasis gone, we become patched and penurious ; and no more

to be found at the academy for young gentlemen, but as bank clerk ;

assistant in an hat store, and teaching school. We do a bit of scrib-

bling, too ; but our pretensions in general overwhelm our perfor-

mance ; and the disparity between our consetiuential air and our

actual station in the local scheme of things becomes difficult to ex-

I)lain away by our adoring sisters to small tf)wn society. Presently

we arrive in .\ew York as passenger on the pacquet-boat from Al-

bany. We have insufficient money we declare to pay our fare; and

the discrepancy must be juggled with truculent surliness—we are
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on board : we are well down stream, what about it ; are you going

to put about and land me— ? We are very travel stained in brother's

discarded shooting jacket ; neither garments and footgear conform-

able ; and for luggage, an old fowling piece whose sale will add a

modicum to the dollar total of cash resources in our breeches pocket.

From friends of friends we receive odds and ends of outfit, and

are introduced on board a merchantman as a young gentleman of

good family who is condescending enough to propose joining the

ship's company for a voyage in some approved capacity. We sign

articles as ships-boy under a master whose respect for the Quality

precludes him from insulting a young scion of it by paying him

wages due at the end of the four months trip. It does not however

prevent a rough tongue lashing when in accordance with the best

social usages of Albany society, we don our shabbily best tarpaulin

jacket, and go aft to pay a Sunday afternoon call on the shell-back

skipper : take a dish of tea : discuss our maratime prospects, and

exchange polite conversation which, when Jack comes home again,

will be retailed with superior casualness to our admiring family

circle who are now exchanging bows and tilting their parasols up the

Hudson ; as they remark with pleasant surprise
—

"O, yes, Herman

has gone on a tour to Europe : didn't you know !" He has gone on

a longer tour than that, my dears ; has this seventeen year old boy

;

and you will never know it.

The transition for a supersensitive boy, from petticoat gentility

to slush pot and fo'castle head was terrific. He obtained his first

glimpses of those "pale maniacs of the maddened tide" that swim

beneath our social sea. The implacable cruelties ; the utter bes-

tiality of sex on shipboard and in the disease-reeking dives along

water fronts of the- world; the abject degradation of vice and

poverty in the back streets of Liverpool and London, prowled bv

sodden womanhood, scrofulous children and a besotted riff-rafif

of debased labor, slinking thievery and thugs—all these, and more,

bit acidly into his virgin impressionability, and colored indelibly his

views of sex and the whole social fabric. It is significant that in

none of his works is there any major feminine interest. Where fe-

male characters occur the subjects are with little exception allegori-

cal figures ; phantoms of fantasies ; mannequins modelling abstract

generalizations ; or mere females who pass across the scene. The
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.sinister and su^^csti\e character of (ioneril in The Confidence Man
is unpleasant, and e\i<lently drawn from observation.

( )nly on the K'^l'ly 'ind rockinjj toi)sail yards could he ^et away
from the "hellish societ\ of men." .\s ni^ht shut down he climbed

—

climbed to the very truck and lookecl (Unvn on the heavini,' Hoor

of the world below, .\bo\e. the windowless eyes of aucjther world

looked down on hiiu—looked and watched. The winds blew far

from the t'lelds of rest; dawn in white splendour shot up

over the horizon bar: (lod was still in His Heaven—but! henceforth

life whose fashion he was now (lisco\erin<j[ : life which he had

deemed all l-'denic. was suspect and cheat. .\ ferment was en-

gendered which, whatever the immediate external effect, had a

profound sub-conscious reaction that was to have bitter culmin-

ation in literary rc-jjurg;itations of later years; when in revulsive

fixation, while the eternal and unixersal s\nil)oI of perfected purity,

became for him the symbol of all e\il : the deceiving decoy hypo-

critically drapiiig the tuystery of evil. The acuteness and ingenious

erudition with which he disj^layed this pcrxersion in his writings,

is notable. It reached its fullest ex])ression in the stupendous novel

Moby Dick. The Great JThite Whale: the greatest novel ever writ-

ten. Dostoycvsky's j)rofoiuid trijony, Tolstoy's ll'ar and Peace,

and Cervantes' Don Quixote emulate but do not ecpial it.

Melville came ashore from his first excursion into life, tempered

and forged in four months of hellishness: tested and proven a

man where he might have become broken and craven ; and with his

fimdamcntal sense of comedy unquenched and established. From
adventuring on the sea he returned to adventure into literature

with Tra(/nie)its from a Writing Desk contributed to obscure small-

town news sheets. Except as indicatixe of his already multifarious

reading, there is nothing in these amateur performances to ditYer-

entiate them from other such youthful elYusions composing ("lar-

lands of Polite Literature. They were sex-gush of awakened j)uberty.

This avenue of ap])earing in ]irint soothed the offended ego;

but did not pro\ ide for his bodily necessities, nor ade(|uately satisfy

ambition and supjjort ])retension. A j)recarious ])ittance earned b\

teaching school left hiiu still de])endent on hospitalitv for a balance

of board and lodging. The leaven of l)itterness now begins most

mightily to ferment, and out comes the bimg in a ringing challeng-

tng phrase uttered publicly ten years later
—

"Call me Ishmael."
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The immediate explosion, however, took the form of shipping in

his twenty-first year on l)oar(l a whaler voyaging to the South

Seas. ( )nce again and for the last time in hireling capacity our

Academy pupil, general's grandson, ship's monkey and fledging

litterateur goes down to the sea in ships. For three years he plumbs

the bottom of social circumstance; plays jeopardy with death; is

deserter, mutineer, captive of cannibals, beachcomber and much else.

Of his shipmates, murder, suicide, venereal disease and other un-

pleasant terminations take obliterating toll.

This period of Melville's career is pivotal. Captive in pagan

Typee valley, lie fcurd there a natural society that seemed superior

to the civilized models of his training. Social virtues that were

theoretical ideals in civilization, flourished among his captors in

primitive spontaneity ( f conduct. He compared this with the

lands of Christendom where even elementary ethics of citizenship

were hardily enforced, and necessarily supported by artifical stimuli

and penological sanctions; and any conduct that had for its inspira-

tion any other idea than reward and punishment, was exotic phen-

omena. He recognized, however, that deficient as it might be.

vet civilization is inadequately described as merely consisting in

the materials and facilities for obtaining the necessities for physi-

cal life and some of its luxuries. At home these had been denied

him, or obtained in small quantity at large sacrifice and efifort that

left him exhaustedly wondering if the efifort were worth while.

The memory of his sordid hardships, drudgeries and penurious de-

pendence among his own people was strong upon him. while his

present circumstances were not devoid of allurement to lotus-eat-

ing ; freed and far from Society's degradations to his proud spirit.

But the superlative light which at this very time was inspiring Ten-

nyson to write The Lotiis-Eaters and subsequently reply to it with

Locksley Hall, was. also, operating in Melville. Experiences and

speculative thoughts floating in his consciousness, precipated into

a definite pattern of philosophic thought that drove him home-

wards to give it birth in material expression. As ordinary seaman

on board the frigate United States he left the elysian latitudes

;

and ill-fed, ill-clothed, doubled the stormy Horn ; was rescued from

drowning ofif the cold \'irginia Capes ; narrowly escaped a court-

martial penalty of flogging ; and came to his landfall one chill Octo-

ber day at Boston, in his twenty-fifth year.
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His probationary period of life was ended. Through it a dumb
faith in himself, and caste pride had sustained him in his reactions

to his social environments. .Ambitious and unrest fully conscious of

a prophetic intimation of ultimate fame that held no exterior war-

rant of present achievement, the hunger of his growing ego had

e.scaped in adolescent gestures that could only be upheld by the

conventional supports of ancestral reference. Now, consciously

sure of itself, a great creative spirit moved him towards that which

was at hand. No more flaunting motions ! he must tread a dark

path, brandishing lightnings : and behind him at last will come

treading one to mock his inner ear with a whisper growing with

iteration to a shriek—What is it to your family that you are con-

tending with principalities and powers and crying out upon the

lords of darkness and light ! your children's bellies are crying out

to be filled.

(To be Continued)



RELATIVITY AND ITS PRECURSORS
BY ROBERT P. RICHARDSON

THE theory of relativity takes its root in a view which, though

a commonplace to all thoughtful modern scientists, accepted

alike by Relativists and anti-Relativists, appears to the man in the

street as a startling paradox. Even to the philosopher, if he be-

longs to a certain school of thought, it has the appearance of a

metaphysical heresy and one which he is liable to label by the title

of relativism, a practice tending to confuse the issue when the rela-

tivity of modern physics is under discussion.

The view in question has to do with motion, something which in

the opinion of the unscientific man is a self-given reality, like red-

ness or sweetness, so that he can see no necessity whatever for

inquiry into its nature. And there might indeed be no need of this

if mankind had no more to do with motion than to gaze lazily at

the movements taking place under our eyes. But such is not the

case ; science must measure motion with precision and be able to

describe its course and its speed. That this may be done it is re-

quisite for motion to be referred to something taken as standard of

immobility, or, more precisely put, referred to a system of coordinates

based on three non-collinear points taken as fixed and immovable.

And the doctrine mentioned above, and which, as has been said, is not

that which distinguishes relativity from other theories of physics,

is that unless this prerequisite has been fulfilled it is nonsense to

speak of motion in a scientific discussion ; that motion is necessarily

always motion relative to something.

In a somewhat broader sense, in which it is applicable to every-

day life as well as to the domain of science, the doctrine is that mo-

tion cannot be intelligibly spoken of save as a change of observable

phenomena, and indeed one consisting of change in distance, in di-

rection, or in both, of something as regards something else. The

view that motion has as its essence a change of observable phe-
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n<inieiia was ])Iainly set forth ])v Leibniz who. replying to tlie con-

tenti< n that "the fact of movement is independent of observation.'"

remarked: "Movement is indeed independent of observation but it

is not independent of observability. There is no movement when

there is no observable change. And in fact when there is no ob-

servable change there is no change at all.
" Leibniz contended that

s])ace was something purely relative, merely "the order of bodies

among themselves." and regarded as absurd the doctrine of absolute

space and the "fiction of a material I'lnite universe promenading as

a whole through an infinite emj)ty space." Leibniz, in short, took

substantially the ground delineated by Sir John Ilerschell in the

words: "Space in its ultimate analysis is nothing but an assemblage

of distances and directions." L'nder this, the only rational view,

the situation of a body in syiTice is constituted by its distances and

directions from other bodies, and it would be well to distinguish the

position of a body from its situation. Just as a man is said to be

in different situations when he is facing and when he has his back

turned to the observer (such a difference in j^osture having been

regarded 1)\' Aristotle as of sufficient importance for consideration

under a separate category) so a rotating sphere may be considered

as CI nstantly changing its position while remaining all the while

in its original situation. The situation of a point of a body, usually

called a "point of space" may for greater clearness be termed a site.

A true ]Doint is the intersection of lines on a material body, while a

true line is the intersection or boundary of surfaces and must be

distinguished from the patJi through s])ace of a mo\ing point, often

im]jro])erly called a "line," a distinction the im])ortance of which

will be manifest later.

The influence exercised by Leibniz on the jihilosophy of physi-

cal science was far less than that of his great contem])orary and

rival. Xewton. and the authority of the latter lent support to (|uite

a dift'erent doctrine. Xewton refrained, he said, from defining time,

space, i)lace and motion because they were well known to everyone.

He added, however, "Only I must observe that the vulgar con-

ceive these (juantities under no other notions but from the rela-

tion they bear to sensible objects." Newton held that, on the con-

trary, "In i^hilosophical disquisitions we ought to abstract from

our senses, and consider things themselves, distinct from what are

onlv sensible measures of them." He distinguished between relative
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and absolute place and motion, stating that "Absolute motion is

the translation of a body from one absolute place into another ; and

relative motion the translation from one relative place into another."

"Place is a part of space which a body takes up." "But because the

parts of space cannot be seen or distinguished from one another

by our senses, therefore in their stead we use sensible measures of

them. For from the situations and distances of things from any

body considered as immovable, we define all places ; and then with

respect to such places, we estimate all motions, considering bodies

as transferred from some of these places into others. And so in-

stead of absolute places and motions we use relative ones."

^Nleasurabilitv was, in point of fact, the chief characteristic of

the new physical science that was being built up in the days of

Xewton. The new physics substituted precise quantitative concep-

tions of motion, mass, force, etc. for the vague qualitative con-

ceptions of the Aristotelian and Scholastic theories. Relative mo-

tion, since it alone could be measured, was the only kind of motion

really relevant in physical inquiries. A relative place can be deter-

mined by measuring its distance and direction from a given body

;

a relative motion likewise can be perceived and measured. But

the alleged absolute place and absolute motion, those vestiges of

the old physics which Xewton strove to retain in the new, elude

not only all measurement but even all perception. There is no way
of specifying the absolute place of anything and none of measuring

absolute motion ; these cannot even be perceived. Indeed X'ewton

himself remarked that "it may be that there is no body really at

rest to which the places and motions of others may be referred."

"Xo other places," said he, "are immovable but those that from

infinity to infinity do retain the same given situations one to an-

other ; and upon this account must e\ er remain unmoved ; and do

hereby constitute what I call immovable space."

Xewton does not appear to have considered the question of

what absolute motion could be in itself. He took the naive stand

that there was no necessity of inquiring into the nature of the ab-

solute motion whose existence he affirmed, and apparently failed to

see that in every case of motion there must be implied some sensi-

ble standard of reference, tacitly if not explicitly. Had he been

able to cast ofif completely the trammels of the ancient teachings

he would have realized that even when the adjective "absolute" is
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affixed, it is impossible to say intelligibly that a body is at rest or in

motion per sc. Such a statement has no meaning unless another

phrase is added to the elTcct that the motion or rest is in reference

to something else specified therein. Xewton api)rchended that the

observable phenomena of recession or tendency of recession from a

certain axis in a body ( e.g. the earth ) ought to be interpreted as evi-

dence of that body being in abs(jlute motion of rotation around that

axis, and so formulated the laws of mechanics as to necessitate this

intcr])retati<)n being made. Had he boldly taken these centrifugal

phenomena not as evidences of motion in reference to nothing in par-

ticular bit as basis fcr the very definition of "absolute motion of ro-

tation" his standpoint would have been unassailable. Plainly how-

ever he would thereby have been giving a new and decidedly non-

natural meaning to the word "motion," and this he was not pre-

pared to do.

Following the lead of Xewton. physicists for several centuries

continued to speak vaguely of an "absolute motion" which was un-

measurable, while dealing solely with relative motion amenable to

their measurements. Clarification of the topic did not come until

the last half of the nineteenth century, and was due to two very

remarkable men : Carl Xcumann and Ernst Alach. These scien-

tists, on considering the classical laws of dynamics which speak of

uniform motion in a straight ])ath, put the question whether or not

these laws could be affirmed without reservation as to the reference

system in view, and found the answer to be in the negative. And

this is indeed quite obvious, for a path that is straight under some

systems of coordinates will not be straight under others. Thus a

body moving in a rectilinear path under a system of coordinates

based on the sun as standard of immobility will not usually move

rectilinearly when the earth is taken as standard of immobility. As

an illustration of this suppose there to be a balloon suspended

above the earth and rotating around a vertical axis. .And suppose

a body to move uj)ward vertically from the earth to the balloon col-

linearly to this axis, striking the center of the bottom of the balloon

while another body also moving up vertically strikes the periphery

of the bottom. Moreover suppose a third body to move horizontally

towards the balloon in what is a straight path from the standpoint

of earth as reference body, and let the three paths from this stand-
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point be of equal length. ^ We have then rectilinear motion of

three bodies over equal distances. All this is from the standpoint of

a system of coordinates based on the earth, that is, based on taking

the earth as standard of immobility. But suppose now that a new

system of coordinates be adopted, based on the balloon as stan-

dard of immobility, this being regarded as stationary while the earth

is supposed to rotate not around its ordinary polar axis but around

the vertical axis passing through the center of the bottom of the

balloon. Under this system of coordinates the first body will as

before have moved in a straight path, but the second will have

moved in a helix and the third in a spiral and these three paths will

not be equal in length. And if the balloon, besides rotating as re-

gards the earth, is moving upward vertically with a speed equal

to that of the second body, then when change is made to the bal-

loon as reference basis the path of the second body will be a closed

circle. To visualize these facts we may suppose the second and

third bodies to carry bits of lead pencils which trace the paths they

have taken as marks on sheets of paper. The earth reference sys-

tem w ill be represented by a vertical paper cylinder and by a hori-

zontal sheet of paper, both attached to the earth. The balloon

reference system will likewise be represented by a paper cylinder

and a flat sheet of paper, but these will be attached to the balloon.

Even a person unversed in the technique of analytical geometry

can see in this way the difference between the paths under the two

systems of reference and percei^•e that what will be straight under

one coordinate system may be helicoidal or circular or spiral under

another. And thus the im]:)ropriety of calling the path of a moving

point a "line" is apparent. For a line is something absolute and

immutable, entirely independent of the reference system in view,

while a path is relative its character depending on what is taken

as standard of immobility.

-

It is hence obvious that Galileo's law which asserts that a ma-

terial point set in motion and then completely left to itself, no ex-

1 Strictly speaking we should consider not the path of each body as a

whole, but the path of some particular point on each body.

2Further discussion of this very important distinction between paths and
lines and also a more thorough investigation of relativity, special and general,

will be found in the forthcoming second part of a work by the present writer

in collaboration with Professor Landis : Fiindaspcntal Conceptions of Modern
Mathematics, the first part of which, Variables and Qxuintities, was published

by the Open Court Publishing Co. some years ago.
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ternal iiitlueiiccs actiiij,' upon it. will move in a straight j^ath and

pass over, in cf|ual times, c<iual distances measured along the path,

is incom])lete and indefinite. I-'or it does not say what reference sys-

tem is in view. The law assuredly cannot hold under all reference

systems, for if a given material point is, in conformity with the

law, moving uniformly in a straight jjath from the point of view

of one reference .system, we can always find another reference sys-

tem under which it is not moving in a straight path, so that under

this latter system the law is being violated. Here manv scientists

were inclined to imagine they could cut the Gordian knot and bru.sh

the whole problem aside with the remark that of course the laws

of dynamics are to be construed as referring to the true standard

of immobility. But the question at once arises ; What is the true

standard and why is it to be accepted as true? In what sense, for

instance, can it be asserted that taking the sun or the "fixed"' stars

as standard of immobility is any "truer" than taking the earth as

standard? In what sense is it legitimate to say that it is "true"

that the earth revolves around the sun and rotates on its axis and

"false" that the earth is stationary and the sun and fixed stars re-

volve around it in immense orbits once every twenty four hours?

Motion of bodies is essentially change of distances or directions be-

tween them. .And if wc ha\c in view two bodies with which such

change takes })lace we can e(|ually well say that the first is moving

and the second stationary, that the first is stationary and the second

moving, or that both are moving. The observed facts, the changes in

distance and direction, remain the same; we are merely using three

different ways of describing the same set of facts.

The problem then is far more subtle than the casual thinker

might imagine, and it was solved in one way by Neumann and in

(juite another by Mach. Neumann held fast to the classical theory

of mechanics and contended we must, to justify this, postulate the

existence in .some unknown ])art of space of a body unknown to us

(called Ijy him Alpha) which is absolutely rigid, its shape and

dimensions being unchanged through all eternity. He conceded in-

deed the possibility of basing an ".\lj)ba" reference system not on

a perfectly rigid body but ujion the "three so-called axes of inertia of

a material body" whose shape and dimensions were subject to

change, and even the possibility of the .system .\lj)ha being con-

stituted bv the chief axes of inertia of the universe, but neither
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the sun nor any known "fixed" star can be taken as standard of im-

mobility ; none of these can be regarded as stationary if the classical

laws of mechanics are to hold good. A body then is to be deemed
"truly" at rest or "truly" in motion according to whether it is at

rest or in motion as regards Alpha. The Alpha system of coordin-

ates is the standard of "absolute" motion, and the laws of mechanics

must be construed with this reference system in view. Neumann
considered also the standard of time. Since time is measured by

motion, the classical statement that a moving material point, in-

fluenced only by its own inertia, will pass over equal distances in

equal times presupposes a given motion taken as standard—as the

type of uniformity. And to obviate this difficulty Neumann pro-

posed to modify the statement in question by making it assert that

two moving material points, each of which is left to itself, will

move in such a manner that every distance travelled by the one

always corresponds to {i.e. is isochronous with) an equal distance

travelled by the other.

Neumann's procedure is evidently tantamount to taking the

classical laws of mechanics as constituting an implicit definition of

absolute motion. We must, he holds, take as the "true" system

of reference one which makes these laws hold good. Mach how-

ever looked at the matter from a different angle, and took the

standpoint of relativity, rejecting absolute motion altogether. "Ob-

viously," said he, "it does not matter w^hether we think of the earth

as turning round on its axis or as at rest while the celestial bodies

revolve around it. Geometrically these are exactly the same case

of a relative rotation of the earth and of the celestial bodies with

respect to one another. Only the first representation is astronomi-

cally more convenient and simpler. But if we think of the earth at

rest and the other celestial bodies revolving round it, there is no

flattening of the earth, no Focault's experinient, and so on— at least

according to our usual conception of the law of inertia." The dif-

ficulties w'hich Alach found in the law of inertia, he remarks, "ex-

actly coincide with those of X^eumann" but the latter's solution was

not the only one possible, there being really two alternatives

:

"Either all motion is absolute or our law of inertia is wrongly ex-

pressed. Neumann preferred the first supposition, I the second."

The law of inertia. Mach contended, ought to be so conceived that
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exactly the same thing rcsiiUs from the supposition of the earth as

stationary as from the usual supposition that it is moving.

The thesis thus set forth hy Mach is the standpoint of relativity,

of which what is now known as the theory of relativity is merely

the development in a perverted way. Thus the most important feat-

ure of the general relativity theory, its so-called law of gravitation,

which is not really a law of gravitation at all but a law of motion"'

is a realization (though an imperfect one) of the ex])ectations of

Mach that "integral laws, to use an expression of C. Neumann, will

some (lay take the ]>lace of the laws of mathematical elements, or

differential laws, that now make up the science of mechanics, and

that we shall have direct knowledge of the dependence on one an-

other of the sitrations of h< dies. In ^uch an event, the concei)t of

force will have become superfluors.
"

The constant coupling c f the word '"relativity" with the name of

Dr. Albert Einstein has made prevalent the erroneous impression

that relativity originated with that physicist, and if the casual

reader were asked to whom the theory of relativity was due he

would be likely to accredit the alpha and omega of it to Einstein.

This however is a gross error. The standpoint of relativity, as we

have seen, originated with Ernst Mach, and even the speculations

of that particular school of thought of which Einstein is the most

prominent figure cannot be accredited to him alone. Thus, with

what is known as the s]iecial theory, if we consider as paramount

factor not the detail work but the guiding thoughts by which this

was inspired, then the father of this special relativity theory was

undoubtedly Menri T^oincare.

Einstein, in working out the details of his special theory, fol-

lowed preciselv the path previously mapped out by Poincare as

suitable for developing a theory on the basis of relativity. It was

Poincare who pointed out the importance in such a scheme of the

mathematical formulas of the Dutch physicist. H. A. Lorentz (who

had indeed been anticipated by W. \'oigt in 1887) and introduced

the name "Lorentz transformation," so familiar to the readers of

Einstein's works. These formulas were at Einstein's disposal,

though it is claimed he had not read Lorentz's work, published in

'•The fundamental equation of Einstein's theory of gravitation does, it

is true, involve ten coefficients sometimes said to represent the potentials of
(/rarilatioii. and the subsidiary equations by which these coefficients are de-

termined are called the field equations of gravitation, but in these phrases the

word "gravitation" does not have its classical sense.
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1904, before writing his own fundamental article. This fundamental

article by Einstein, Znr Elektrodynamik hewcgter Kocrper, did not

appear rntil 19C5. but as early as 1898 Poincare (in La Mesiire du

Temps) had given utterance to the primary thought of the special

theory of relativity: that we cannot intelligibly speak of the simul-

taneity of two events occurring at places far apart without some
convention, constituting a criterion of simultaneity, and equivalent

to signalling between the two places, a signalling which would most

naturally be conceived to be carried on by means of light rays. This,

Poincare noted, led to the doctrine that "The simultaneity of two
events, or the order of their succession, the equality of two dura-

tions, are to be so defined that the enunciation of the laws of na-

ture may be as simple as possible." He also pointed out the possi-

bility of basing a "new rule for the investigation of simultaneity"

upon the postulate that "light has a constant speed, and in particu-

lar that its speed is the same in all directions." This postulate

which, somewhat enlarged, is one of the fundamental assumptions

of special relativity, Poincare asserted (though erroneously) was

one without which no measurement of the speed of light could be

made. It "could never be verified directly by measurement ; it might

however be contradicted by this if the results of different measure-

ments were not concordant."

Poincare (in La Thcorie de Lorent:^ ct le Principe de la Reac-

tion) envisaged correlating physical phenomena no longer to true

time but to Porentz's local times, and put forward the doctrine that

the laws of nature ought in their mathematical formulation be covar-

iant as regards Lorentz transformations. He foresaw the rise of a

new mechanics in which "the inertia increasing with the speed, the

speed of light would be a limit beyond which it would be impossible

to go" ( The Present and Future of Mathematical Physics, a. paper

read before the Congress of Arts and Sciences at St. Louis in 1904.)

It was Poincare who first made use of the name "postulate of rela-

tivity," which, however, he defined as the law of the impossibility

of finding experimental evidence for the absolute motion of the

earth. The theories of Minkowski, Einstein's most important co-

worker, likewise constituted a following out of Poincare's ideas.

In 1905, three years before Minkowski took the field, Poincare, in

L'espace et la Temps, remarked that it might be advisable to aban-

don the old view that time and space were "two entities entirely
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distinct which can he imagined separately" and to regard them as

"two parts of the same whole and two parts which are so closely

interwoven that we could not easily separate them." And he voiced

the thought that in the representation of motion the time concerned

might appear as a fourth and imaginary coordinate of space. Even

the relativist dogma that gravitation cannot be propagated instan-

taneously was foreseen by Poincare who pointed out that "in this

new mechanics there is no effect which is transmitted instantan-

eously."

In the general theory of relativity the basic thought is that of

Mach, I'ic. the rejilaccnicnt in dynamics of the law of gravitation by

a law of motion. I'ut in what Einstein built u]K)n this basis the

influence of Poincare is again manifest, l^instein, in considering

the motion of bodies in gravitational fields, where they do not move

uniformly over rectilinear paths, brought into play the conception

of a local puckering of "space-time," a deviation from its normal

character, to an extent depending on the strength of the gravita-

tional field, as an interpretation of this deviation from the normal

motion of a body, that is, its motion where no gravitational influ-

ence is apparent. And this is an obvious outgrowth from Poincare's

doctrine that if there were observed anomalous phenomena in the

transmission of light from distant stars which could be described

as deviation of light rays from their normal rectilinear courses

this could also be interpreted as a non-Euclidean structure of (a

non-zero cur\ature of) space. And in view of all these facts one

does not know at which to be the most astounded : the magnanimity

of Poincare who was always over-anxious that there should be

recognition of the labors of those who had reaped where he him-

self had sown, the a]:)athy of his friends after his death, or the pe-

culiar attitude of Einstein and his coterie, exemplified by P>orn of

Goettingen, who refers to Poincare as one of those who "collab-

orated" with Einstein in the development of the relativity theory

!

Eor years Mach battled for the standpoint of relativity almost

single-handed and under great discouragement. When he brought

to the attention of physici.sts the "indefiniteness, the difficulties and

the paradoxes" found alike by Neumann and himself in the law

of inertia in its classical form he encountered, he says, "disdain

and surprise" from almost all the physicists with whom he discussed

the subject. This is in striking contrast with the enthusiastic re-
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ception given the "relativity theory" of to-day. The contentions of

Mach and Neumann, having on their side merely irrefutable logic

were disdained. Relativity theory, so-called, notwithstanding the

fantastic and illogical features it embodies, has been acclaimed be-

cause of the allegation that certain predictions made by it, cer-

tain consequences flowing from it, have been verified by astron-

omical observations. Unfortunately in the eyes of many "scien-

tific" men, such a verification of the consequences of a theory is

sufficient to prove the truth of the premises from which these con-

sequences follow, no matter how preposterous these premises may

be in themselves. This pseudo-scientific mentality is undoubtedly

due to the divorce of science-teaching from logic. It is no exag-

geration to say that ninety per cent of college graduates in science

are unaware that true conclusions can follow from false premises

by perfectly sound processes of reasoning, and that at least fifty

per cent of the professional teachers of science are not alive to

this elementary logical truth and to its bearing on scientific hypo-

theses.

Mach's attitude towards "the Relativists" was an unfavorable

one. In his Principles of Physical Optics he said: " I must. . . .as

assuredly disclaim to be a forerunner of the relativists as I with-

hold from the atomistic belief of the present day." And he

promised to set forth in a later work "the reason why and the ex-

tent to which, I discredit the present-dav relativity theory, which

I find to be growing more and more dogmatic, together with the

particular reasons which have led me to srch a view—the consider-

ations based on the physiology of the senses, the theoretical ideas,

and above all the conceptions resulting from my experiments." This

repugnance to stand as godfather to the divagations of the Relativ-

ists is natural, but it must not blind us to the fact that the "rela-

tivity theory" is unquestionably an ofitshoot of the doctrines taught

by Mach. The quintessence of Mach's standpoint of relativity is

embodied in his protest against the classical formulation of the

law of inertia because it failed to take into account systems of

coordinates based on reference bodies rotating (or in other difiform

motion) as regards the Alpha system, but could be asserted only

when the system of reference in view was Galileian, that is, was

based on Alpha or on some other system of coordinates which, as

regards Alpha, was either at rest or in uniform motion of transla-
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tic)n. And we can only regard as a development of this the more

sweeping demand put forward as the General Principle of Relativ-

ity, the postulate that "The laws of physics must be so constituted

that they remain valid for any system of coordinates moving in

any manner."

The theory of relati\ity. as set forth by Einstein and his school,

is subdixidcd into two parts. The first, the theory of special rela-

tivity, deals solely with (lalileian reference systems, and in it there

is enunciated the S])ecial Postulate of Relativity wliich runs: "If

a system of coordinates. K, is chosen .so tb.at in relation to it ])hysi-

cal laws hold good in their simplest form, the same laws also hold

good in relation to any other system of coordinates, K', moving in

uniform translation relatively to K." Thus in the special theory

of relativity there are jirivileged reference systems which are alone

considered. And in the use made of this postulate it is assumed,

rather gratuitously, that when K is chosen in accordance with these

specifications it (and hence all the other privileged reference sys-

tems) will be Cialileian. That is. precisely the same reference sys-

tems are given special privileges in the Sj^ecial Theory of Einstein

as in the Galileian-Xewtonian Theory. P>y the side of his special

relativity postulate Einstein puts forth a postulate concerning the

speed of light to the efifect that, when in a vacuum and tminfluenced

bv gravitation, every ray of light moves, as regards what he calls

"the stationary coordinate system" ( /. e. whichever Galileian co-

ordinate system happens to be first taken into account) in a

rectilinear path with the constant speed of c (that is about 186000)

miles ]ier second, regardless of whether the light is emitted from a

body at rest or from one in motion. And here, of course, he is de-

viating from the classical theory of light propagation, for by this

the speed of light was not understood to be 186000 miles per second

under whichever Galileian coordinate system we might choose to

start with ; the speed in the classical theory would be accepted as

186000 miles per second only as regards a reference system which

makes the hypothetical light-transmitting medium stationary. Xor

is there in the classical theory of optics anything which identifies

this jiarticular reference system with the suppositious system as re-

gards which the heavenly bo<lies have the "absolute motion" im-

agined by Newton. It is a misrepresentation of fact to say. as Ein-

steinians sometimes do. that in pre-Relativist days the luminiferous
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ether was taken in classical physics as the basis for an absolute sys-

tem of coordinates ; the thought did not even arise of calling in

optics to aid the theory of mechanics.

The Relativists give their special postulate an interpretation,

where light is concerned, which makes this innocent looking propo-

sition one pregnant with paradoxes. For they apprehend that if

"the same laws" are to hold good with all the different Tialileian

reference systems then the speed of light must always be c miles

per second, no matter -aJrich Galileian reference system be under

consideration. That is, if a ray of light is moving out from a Gali-

leian reference body ( /. e. a body which when taken as standard of

immobility gives a Galileian system of coordinates) with a speed

of 186000 miles per second towards a body which moves rectilin-

early to meet it with a uniform speed of 93000 miles per second,

then, according to the Relativist view, when this second body is

taken as a new standard of immobility (giving rise to another

Galileian svstem of coordinates) the speed of the ray of light

measured with reference to the new system cannot be 279000 miles

per second as pre-Einsteinian thinkers would have opined, but must

still be merely 186000 miles per second. Likewise, no matter how

fast a body may be retreating from the source of light, the speed

with which a ray of light overtakes it must, whether measured with

reference to the source or with reference to the receding body, be

always 186000 miles per second. Again, if two bodies, each so mov-

ing that it is capable of being taken as a Galileian reference body,

clash at a point as they pass one another, emitting then a single wave

of light, this wave, according to both the classical and the Einsteinian

theorv, would spread out in the form of a luminous spherical shell.

In the classical theory the center of this shell would be either the

point of the first body which clashed with a point on the other, or

the point of clash on the second body, or neither, according as

either the first body or the second body or neither was stationary

as regards the ether. But according to Relativist doctrine, if the

first body be taken as standard of immobility the point on it is and

remains the center of the spherical shell, while if the second body

be taken as standard the point on this body is and remains the cen-

ter, and this will continue to be the case even after the two bodies

have moved a few million miles apart. Since it is by a mere fiat of

the human mind that either body is made standard of immobility,
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this doctrine will seem to the layman very much like the assertion

that a sphere has two centers. It can. in fact, only be maintained

by special Einsteinian methods of measuring distances. .\nd such

manipulation of measurement, which is api>lied not only to distances

of space but also to lengths on bodies and to durations of time is

an essential feature of relativity theory. That it is possible to lav

down conventions of measurement under which distances, lengths

and derations are measured in various eccentric ways must be con-

ceded. For instance there is no logical inconsistency in some one

laying down the fiat that the measurement of all lengths and dis-

tances is to be based on a rubber yard-stick which he holds in his

hand and takes as standard of length. He can then assert that as

he stretches his yard-stick Paris and London come closer and closer

together, and that he can make the number of miles between them

to be only half what it was before. This statement, properly un-

derstood, is undeniable, but it is not a fact of any moment, and the

system of measurement under which it is true is in no way useful

to mankind. The rubber yard-stick of the Relativists is their doc-

trine that light always has the speed of 186000 miles per second as

regards every ("lalileian reference system whatsoever. This they

set up as a veritable fetish, demanding that science so adjust all its

measurements as to make this dogma hold good. Here at once it

becomes evident how far a rational staiidf>oint of rclatk'ity is from

affording support to the special postulate of relativity. According to

the former we ought indeed be able to describe the phenomena of

nature from the point of view of any reference system we choose

to adopt, and taking any particular reference system it ought to

be theoretically possible to formulate the laws of physics with this

as basis. But it would be taking an imjustitiable step in the dark

to pass from this to the Einsteinian d<"ctrine that the general laws

of physics can and ought to be so formulated as to be "the same"

when different reference systems are in question, and to regard this

sameness as ref|uiring light to have the speed of 186000 miles per

second no matter what Galilcian system of coordinates be in view.

And still more serious is the step taken in the general theory of re-

lativity where sameness of general laws is ( again on a priori

grounds) required alike for Galileian and non-Galileian reference

systems, the "sameness" stipulated here being technically described

as "covariance of the general equations of physics towards all trans-
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t'(irmalir)ns (if coordinates." I<clativi>ls arj^uc that a particular co-

ordinate s\ stem is merely a particular wav of r)bservinff nature, and

that as it is unthinkable that an observer can change the course of

nature by merely changinj^ the point of view from which he looks

at it, the general laws of nature must be "the same" under all sys-

tems of coordinates. Yet, strange to say. they hold that the length

of a body and the duration of an event can be and is changed by

merely looking at it in a different way—by a mere change in the

coordinate system under which it is \iewefl—this contention, which

would overthrow comj)letcly the mensuration of classical science,

being necessary to u])hr)ld the Relativist view under the interpre-

tntiiiii Rclati\ists give to the ])hrase ">amcness of law."

The scientific methcjds of measurement which the Relativists

ask us to abandon rest essentially on the assumj)tion that devices

for measuring lengths, durations, etc. are not affected by mere dis-

j)lacement in time or space or b\- mere change of the reference sys-

tem in view. The affirmation that the length of a measuring rod,

and in general the size and shape of a body, is not changed by trans-

j)orting it to a different sitration is termed the .\xiom of [*>ee Mo-
bility, and is one of the basic principles of geometry as that science

has hitherto been understoorl. One kind of change would indeed be

of indifference and that i.^ a change of all bodies, measuring rods

included, in the same pro])ortion. l^'or then the results of measure-

ment would be invariable, and such a change would be nnperceiva-

ble by the senses and could nf)t be noted. In fact it cannot be en-

visaged even as a possibility if we take the sound philosophical

ground that jjerceivability is the sine qua non of fact. The Axiom
of Free Mobility then merely asserts consistency of measurements,

of comjiarisons made at different places, anrl is sometimes more

properly set forth as the Axiom of Congruence, asserting that if

two geometrical figures are congruent (can be made to fit exactly

on fine another) at r^nc place anrl time they will also be congruent

at every other jjlace and every other time. Likewise in measuring

durations there is assumed an .Axiom of Consistency in Synchron-

eity to the effect that regular natural processes which are synchron-

ous at one ];art of s])ace and at one time will be synchronous at

every other ; that, for instance, a chemical process which measured

by a clock takes t seconds at one place and time will at another place

or another time or at another place anrj another time again ref|uire
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precisely t seconds for its completion on timing it by the same clock.

Science does not. it is true, assume that there are any wholly rigid

and invariable bodies making perfect measuring rods or any per-

fectly running clocks. lUu it does assume that variatit»ns in the

standard of nicasurcnK-nt can ])e com])ensated and allowed for.

and that these variations are never dre to mere space or time or to

the reference system ad(^i)ted but are caused by other observable

phenomena such as im])ressed force, temperature, etc.

A much dee])er and more coherent thinker thati Kinstein (and

one of his critics) I'aul Painleve, has pointed out that all science

has hitherto been based upon what he terms the Principle of Causal-

ity, namely '"When the same conditions are realized, at two ditter-

ent instants, in two different places of space, the same phenomena

always rej)roduce themselves displaced solely in si)ace and time.""*

This principle presupposes the existence of methods for measuring

lengths, durations, etc. and is only true when suitable conventions

of measurement have been adopted. And thus the principle has as

an imjjlication that "It is possible to adopt once for all and for all

phenomena a measure of length and a measure of time such that

the principle of causality will be true always and everywhere." To

adhere to classical geometry is to measure lengths etc. in a manner

suitable to the needs of the science, and the acceptance of classical

mechanics implies the assertion that "It is possible to adopt once

for all and for all the motions of the universe a method of reference

such that the Axioms of Mechanics will be true always and every-

where." this being substantially the view of Neumann. The dif-

ference between the classical point of view and that of relativity

may be well summed uj) by putting what we shall call the Postulate

of Pai}ilcvc in antithesis to the Postulates of Einstein. Under the

former name we jnit forth this assertion : The conventions of meas-

urenicnt adopted for the primary cjuautities of physics, i-ic. lengths,

durations, etc. ought to be so fratned that these attributes preserve

constancy in value when there is a change in phice, a change in time,

or a change from one coordinate system to anotlier. This voices

among other things our determination to adhere to the law of free

mobility. It is not, of course, sufficient for insuring consistency of

*Sce /.r.> A.rifliiis dc la Mecaiiique, ll.vamcn Critique, by Paul Painleve.

1922, in particular pp. 9. 11 and 23. Painleve's strictures were primarily di-

rected against the general theory of relativity, but apply with equal force

to the contractions of lengths and dilations of di^rations of the si>ecial theory.
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measurement of distances along paths of motion of points in space

(as contradistinguished from lengths of lines on bodies), and if

this be desired it is necessary to add a clause recognizing certain

particular reference systems as alone admissable in physical science.

Science must choose then between the Postulate of Painleve and the

Postulates of Einstein ; the latter is not compatible with the former,

and sacrifices consistency in measurement to covariance in equa-

tions.

Relativists, of course, take the ground that their postulates

and the conventions of measurement required to justify them are

not the result of an arbitrary fiat but flow naturally and inevitably

from the observation of nature. And it is hardly necessary to say

that they are particularly prone to make use of the Michelson-^Ior-

ley experiment as an argument. Dr. Carus. commenting on this,

remarked : "What this famous experiment has to do with the prin-

ciple of relativity except in a most general way is not yet clear to

those who have not joined the ranks of the relativity physicists

:

but the relativity physicists insist very vigorously and dogmatically

that it proves or at least favors their theory.""' The Relativists

bring the Michelson-]\Iorley experiment into play as upholding their

special postulate, but in point of fact the failure to detect an "ether

drift" by this experiment has no logical connection whatever with

the special relativity theory. For the experiment was carried out

on the earth, and the earth as reference body is not Galileian. and

thus has no concern with the special theory. If indeed it could be

shown that an ether drift was never to be found with a certain

Galileian reference body this would have a bearing on the doctrine

that the speed of light is invariably 186,000 miles per second, no

matter what Galileian coordinate system it be measured under.

But to base this conclusion on the behavior of a non-Galileian re-

ference body is what is known in logic as an ignoratio elciichi. This

being the case we need not stress the fact that transmission of light

on the earth's surface is not through a vacuum and does not take

place in the absence of gravitation. Nor need we point out that

the failure to observe an anticipated ether drift in an experiment

can be given various interpretations. Indeed Dr. L. Silberstein re-

marked that what we have learned from the Michelson-AIorley ex-

periment "stripped from every theoretical interpretation" is merely

5r/7(? Principle of Relativit\, Chicago, The Open Court Pub. Co., 1913,

p. 68.
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as follows: "Let ( ), A, li. he three points marked on a slab of

stone. Then whatever the i)hase-(lifTerence or time-laj? between the

lif^ht sifj^alling^ OAAC) and ()1>P>C) in one orientation of the slab,

it remains the same under any other orientation say, after turninjj;

the slab by 90 relatively to the I-'arth. tliat is. and no matter at

what season of the year."*^

The basic feature of Relativist mensuration is its theory of

simultaneity And the i)rimary idea here is that simultaneity, not

mcrelv as an occasioual necessity of ])ractice. but as a matter of

princi])le. must, with events not in the same neighborhood, be de-

termined by means of light signals flashed from the places where

the events take place—that the very definition of simultaneity in

such cases rests on the laws of the transmission of light. Relativists

thus repudiate with disdain the doctrine of classical science that si-

multaneity of occurrences at diflferent places is to be defined by

means of clocks which, having run synchronously when together,

may be taken as still synchronous when widely separated. This

path to the definition of simultaneity by way of the doctrine of the

constant speed of light was first ])ointed out by Poincare who re-

marked that the j^ostulate "that light has a constant speed and in

particular that its speed is the same in all directions" could be

taken as foundation for the notion of simultaneity. Acceptance of

the postulate he based on the Princii)le of Sufficient Reason, that

is to say, because there is no sufficient reason why any ])articular

direction should possess particular advantages for the projjaga-

tion of light, we may legitimately hold that all directions are alike

in this respect, and that in all of them light has the like speed. This

])Ostulate he asserted was one without which no measurement of

the speed of light could be even attempted. Yet in point of fact it is

(juite obvious that measurement of the speed of light could readily

be made under the assum])ti< n that the speed of light was not con-

stant provided some definite law was laid down fixing the relation

of its speed in one direction (or under one set of circumstances) to

its s])ecd in e\ery other. And if certain observations could

be interpreted either as a variation in the speed of light or a varia-

('•Phil. Mcuj., 1924, 48. p. 397. Moreover Miller (Science, 1926, 63. p. 434)

has pointed out that the first nonchalant assumption of the Relativists that the

Michcls()n-Mr)rley experiment gave a true zero or null result, showing no

difference in the light signalling under different orientations of the apiwratus.

is very far from the truth. The experinu-nt has never yielded a really null

result. The fact is simply that such an "ether drift" as might he anticipated

innlcr the assitinplioii that the ether 7>.'iis stdfionary as regards the sun or

the fixed stars did not make itself manifest.
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tion of lengths and of durations under the intluence of mere change

in time, in place or in reference system, then a physicist who ad-

hered to the Postulate of Painleve would accejit the former alter-

native.

Relativists however take the reverse i)oint of view and begin

by considering a (lalileian reference system in which the "{)ostulate

of the constant velocity of light" is understood to hold. A body
moving longitudinally in uniform translation with res])ect to this

gives the basis for a second (lalileian reference system. The latter

is usually likened to a train, which when itself taken as standard

of immobility is stationary, wliile the reference body of the other

system is not unlike an embankment alongside which runs the

"train" which is. of course, moving as regards this system of co-

ordinates. At the instant the front of the train is opposite a point

A on the embankment a flash of light is sent thence rearward, and

at the instant the rear is opposite a point B a flash is sent from here

forward. And the ((uestion is posed whether or not the passage of

A b}- the front and that of 15 by the rear of the train are simul-

taneous events. This question is considered as equivalent to that

as to whether the two flashes do or do not simultaneously reach

an obser\er midway between their origins. Now there might be

two such observers, one in the middle of the train, the other on an

embankment, halfway between A and V>. If then the light signals

reach the embankment-observer simultaneously it follows that they

could not reach the train-observer simultaneously, for he is moving

to meet the flash emitted from the front while moving away from

the flash which is striving to overtake him from the rear, hence

the latter will reach him later than the former. This, to be sure, is

merely an argument od liominou, for it is based on the classical

view that the motion of an observer towards or away from a source

of light makes a difference in the time it takes this light to reach

him. a view repudiated by the Relativists themselves who regard

each observer as making use of a reference system under which

he himself is stationary and under which light coming to him has

always, as regards this system, the constant speed of c miles per

second. The argument takes the ground that as regards the em-

bankment-observer the light flashes have ex hypothcsi this speed

(since it has been stipulated that the "postulate of the constant

velocity of light" holds as regards the embankment coordinate sys-

tem) but do not have it as regards the train-observer. But under
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the special theory of relativity the lii,^ht flashes would have the self-

same speed for both observers, and ought to reach both simultan-

eously. The Relativists contend that they have here demonstrated

the relativity of simultaneity and have shown that we should never

speak of two events as simultaneous in an absolute sense but only

as simultaneous when a given reference system is in view. But

in truth the conclusion thus drawn is based on premises taken

from two conflicting theories : the Relativist doctrine that simul-

taneity must be defined by means of light signals, and the classical

doctrine regarding the effect produced by motion of an observer

towards or away from a source of light. None the less the Rela-

tivists with arguments such as that just outlined, deem that they

ha\e overthrown the time-honored theory of chronometry. and

justified their demands for the acceptance of the two jwstulates of

the special theory. From the doctrine of relativity of simultaneity

they proceed to that of relativity of lengths and durations, and

contend that when change is made from a Galileian reference sys-

tem in which a rod is stationary to one in which it is moving lon-

gitudinally, its length contracts and that there is an analogous di-

lation of durations, the duration of any even taking place on one

Galileian reference body and measured in the first instance as re-

gards this, measuring up as a longer interval of time when con-

sidered from the point of view of another Galileian reference body

moving relatively to the first. In the case of the rod. the ordinary

method of measuring by direct application of a measuring stick is

accepted as satisfactory in the first reference system, but with the

second it is contended that the measuring stick must be applied

to something stationary as regards the new reference system. That

is. two points are determined on the "embankment" of the second

system which are simultaneously ojiposite the front and rear re-

spectively of the rod. And the length measured between these two

])oints is declared to be what we must take as the length of the

rod, so that if simultaneity is relative, length may well be so deemed.

This declaration however rests only on the ipse dixit of the Rela-

tivist. And science can—if it accepts the Postulate of Painleve.

unll—continue to regard the length as. in princii)le at least, de-

termined by direct measurement, notwithstanding the change to

a new standard of immobility under which both the body measured

and the measuring stick are alike in motion.



THE QUEST OF BEAUTY
BY JAMES BYRNIE SHAW

I. DAWN

I. Rythm is Found.

THE day had vanished and the shadows had hidden behind the

trees and the rocks. The dusk was settHng down in powdery

fineness over the surrounding shore. Eoandros was lying on the

ground in front of the cave which was his home. His small family

were not far away, engaged in play. Eoandros had had a success-

ful day and they had all dined sumptuously. Night was approach-

ing on silent slippers and an intense quiet accompanied her. Eoan-

dros felt again that vague disquiet which had invaded his inner

life so many times before. He found he was once again longing for

a shadowy something which he could not think of clearly, nor

could he decide just what it was. This time it had originated and

had become an insistent longing while he was listening to the waves

slowly strike against the shore. Out over the sea he knew they

started, that mysterious sea whence came so many things he could

not understand. Often he had st(3od by the water's edge and

watched them coming in from far away, and sometimes when the

sea was calm he had himself stood deep in the water, and by push-

ing his hand up and down, had made a train of little ripples start

on their distant journey out into the unknown. Tonight that per-

sistent "snap-snap-snap-snap-" found an echo inside him. It re-

minded him of the long walk he had had carrying the deer he had

slain, when his feet had settled into a steady ''pad-pad-pad-pad-."

This same monotonous series of noises he had noticed alreadv many
times in his life, and it was becoming more and more the occasion

of a series of silent echoes inside his body. Oftentimes at night he

could almost hear that internal "tap-tap-tap-tap-." It was not the
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noise that iiitcrcslcd him. l)ut the rcj^ularity of the heat, the suc-

cession that came just exactly so. lie w.is l)e<,Mnninf]^ to sec thi>

same rei^^ularity in the ])r(icessi()n of the sun day after clay, and of

the myriatls of stars at night. It was not a matter of noise after

all. hut of a something that went down inside hin> to places where

noise could not exist, and which stirred him into the feeling that

lie must make a rythm himself, lie had noticed yesterday, as he

put away a dried deerskin, the deep murmur it gave when he

touched it. and he felt he could not let tomorrow pass without

stretching the new skin over something so it would he tight. When
it became dry he would try to produce on it that steady "ta])-tap-

lap-tap-"' wliich kejit running through his licad. lie gradually

drifted into sleep on the rythm of the waves' ""swish-swish-swish-."

.Another night he was attracted by the note of the hig rock-owl

which he had seen man\- times, hut whose cry he had not before ])ar-

ticularly noted. "Ko-ko. ko-ko, ko-ko"" it came, and after short

silences the same reiterated. This was a new rythm. not the long

monotonous beat of the waxes on the sand, nor the steady pad of

his feet on the trail. He had even noticed during the day the

coupled notes in the song "]iee-wee." It was a good deal like the

day and the night, the day and the night, repeated and rej^eated

again. It was c|uite different from the call of another bird "caw-

caw-caw-" Why did they sound sn different? He could walk to

the sound of the "])ee-wee. " and his feet would come out in the

starting position. l)ut to the "oaw-caw-caw-" everything was re-

versed.

He sensed vaguel\ that there was a ditYerence in the rythms.

Sometimes too he could hear the mUes with a difference in the

stress, one bird saying "cuckoo-cuckoo" while another said "what-

chccr, what-r//fr''-" .And at night he sometimes heard what he

thought was one and the same bird saying sometimes "poor-xivV/,

poor-TC'//." and at other times saying "7i7//7'-])oor-will. ichif>-poor

-

will."" The three-fold rythm worried him, for he could not fit

himself to it. His hands could lift stones to the "pee-wee," right-

left, right-left: but the "cavv-caw-caw*" mixed him up. He could

even comi)ound the ])yrric rythm into a double rythm, as some-

times the rock-owl, "Ko-ko. ko, ko." lUit to step right-left-right,

and then left-right-left, seemed to have a different something in-

side it. Sometimes he wished he had legs like a bug, for then he
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could have walked front-mid-back, front-mid-back, and all would

have been well. Eoandros was not aware that he was discovering

in himself the basis for the monotonous series of numbers, the dis-

tinction between even and odd. and the singular nature of prime

numbers. He had made his drum and had found that he could easily

beat dub-dub-dub-dub-du1) or he could make it go dub-dub, dub-

dub ; but the dub-dub-dub, dub-dub-dub, was a different matter.

These rythm patterns he was getting acquainted with fascinated

him more and more as the days flowed smoothly by.

One day Eoandros was coming down the slope of a hill, when

his attention was attracted by the broad spread of a field of grass

below. The grass was tall, and the wind was blowing across it. He
saw long waves following one another much the same as the waves

did on the water when it was still. Then he happened to think that

surely the tops of the grass-stalks did not flow across the field. Yet

the wind-waves passed on in rapid succession. It puzzled him, for

he wondered what this wave of the wind could be. What was

the invisible spirit that ran so smoothly and rapidly across the

tops of the tall grass-stalks? And he noticed too that the waves

were not all alike and were not evenly spaced. While there was

rythm, it was not a monotonous rythm, he could see the tall sap-

lings on the edge of the hill swaying back and forth in the wave

of the wind, and they too had something different from periodic

rythm. He did not call it cadenced rythm, but he had a desire to

walk somehow so as to follow the short and long steps of this new
form of motion. He had done something like it when he had been

on a steep trail he often passed over, where his steps were some-

times short and long, short and long, or two longs and then a

short. Then too that puzzling song of the frogs ! It went some-

thing like "Clack.cleeeek,click,claaaaaaaa,clack cleeeek." This syn-

copated rythm gave him an accountable thrill. He had tried to

walk to its rythm, but his feet were rather heavy for such variety

in steps.

One day he saw a goldfinch flash by him, and was much pleased

to notice that the bird made a series of waves or ripples, down-up,

down-up, as it flew from tree to tree. He began to notice the flow-

ing curves of the flights of other birds, and some of them had

the cadenced character. He was trying the problem of beating his

drum in the cadenced forms, and was gradually succeeding. He
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was also finding forms of rythni clf)\vn inside hini unlike any he had

heard, and some of these he could make on his drum. This success

pleased him immensely. lie also had learned comhinations of the

})ee-\\ec and the ca\v-ca\v-ca\v on his drum, and he l)cj]^an to form

patterns of rythm hy i)utting all these together in new ways.

2. Order is Found.

There was another thing that trouhled I-loandros at times. PTe

was (|uite used to the flowers in the woods he traversed, and the

prairies that ran back from the sea. liut there was such a difference

in the way the flowers were put together that he could tell many

of them in deep twilight, by the way they were arranged. There

was the trailing morning-glory with its delicate colors, just a single

flaring bell. There was the dicentra and the begonia with petals op-

posite like his hands or like the moon and its reflection in the lake.

He had often studied the big white trillium, which had a more sub-

tle regularity of a puzzling kind, for each petal was between the

other two. There was the iris which grew in the edges of the lake,

with a double arrangement like the trillium. This was also to be

seen in many lilies he knew. There was the ])air of opposite petals

in different triples, and the other two similar j^airs. The petals in

one triple were between those in the other triple. One very cold

winter curious little white flowers had fallen from the sky. and

though they melted away quickly, he had seen most delightful ar-

rangements in the feathery jietals, and arranged in the same sets

of three alternate pairs. It was all very complicated, but some-

how there was an appeal in it he could not escape from. He used to

think about this too at night, and he could pick out some Ijrilliant

stars that were also arranged in the same way. Then there was

the poppy with two pairs of opposite petals. If he went around

them with the tip of a twig, he came back to where he started,

and if he went around skipping one every step, he also came back

to where he started. If he went around the trillium skipping one

he had to go around twice to get back. The syringa was like the

poppy. He found some flowers with four pairs of opposed petals.

The leaves of the shrubs were often arranged in the same manner

in clusters, twos, threes, fours. In many arrangements however,

there was a puzzling difference, for often they were not in clusters,

but distributed up the stem. In some by going around once he
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found two leaves, in others twice gave three leaves, or three times

gave five leaves, or five times gave eight leaves. He was not able

to unwrap the mystery of the pine-cones, nor that in the circling

lines of seeds after seeds in the gorgeous sunflower. But it

was evident there was a complex pattern in them. The most in-

teresting forms were repetitions of the star-fish he had played

with when he was a boy. This unusual arrangement was a puzzling

five. If he tried to count the arms between the other arms he

found he had to count them all. If he took them in succession it

was like the drum pattern he had made out of the "pee-wee-caw-

caw-caw." There was the same arrangement in the beautiful co-

lumbines that grew high up on the mountain slopes, with dark blue

and snow white petals, five of each, alternating, the long spurs em-

phasising the design. The wood-sorrel had the five arrangement, as

did the wintergreen with its aromatic leaves, the henbane, the par-

nassia, the pitcher-plant, the loosestrife, the bell-flower, and the

delicate wild rose. These were all beautiful stars, so arranged that

they always looked the same if they were turned around. Designs,

patterns of order which answered the haunting longing down in-

side him for that evanescent will-o-th-wisp he was always try-

ing to catch ! He began to put his various belongings in patterns

like these. Sometimes he put them in lines, sometimes in circles.

The pairs were the simplest to produce. Then he began to repeat

his patterns, and found that there could be a rhythm in patterns

just as there was in taps and waves. He liked to lay flowers out

in a row, alternating the kinds so as to make the repeated pat-

terns. He also had come to see that there was a pattern in rythms.

Some of his rythms became flov/ers of fancy. He could almost

walk now to the jazz of the frog. This was a queer kind of rythm

flower he thought.

Eoandros also noticed the arrangements which were not closed,,

but spiral in form. These he found in shells, in the lines of sun-

flower seeds, in the yellow and the white pine cones, the snail, the

murex, the nautilus, even in the twisted bark on the cypress. Here

was a regularity which widened its sweep as it went farther around,

not symmetrical in any of the other ways, yet with a similar quality of

order in it. He found there was a balancf^ like this even in the

colors. The near mountains had vivid intense purples and blues,

the more distant paler colors, out to the faint amethyst of the far-
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off ranges. He saw that in the l)i^ breakers after a stomi the heavy

bases were balanced with the hj^lit fraj^ihty of the foam at the

crests. He could even see the sprawling bases of the mountains

topped with the lace-work of the clirfs. It was queer how every-

thing seemed to balance in that way.

The days flowed on with their steady monotone, not even split

into pyrrhic couples nor with trochaic nor iambic emphasis. The
years came too with the ponderous swing of the huge swells of

the sea, and passed over the life of Eoandros. He managed to

connect three hundred si.xty days with the year, but it was not an

e.xact repetition, he fornd. and he did not succeed in getting them

to agree in any way. The "patient stars nightly climbed the an-

cient sky." always set in irregular patterns, though enchanting. .\

few wanderers, the planets, had a r\'thmic swing forward and back

and then a long way forward. It was too intricate for Eoandros.

He studied it many years.

Rythm was in the soul of Eoandros. and he felt the pressure

of something inside him to express himself in r>thms. He began

to darce, finding therein an intoxication that swept him to heights

of exaltation he had not experienced before. He discovered that

it gave him new powers he had not dreamed of. I'nder the spell

of the dance he became a creator in many senses. He danced the

seed into the ground, and he danced the harvest down. He made

dances for all the events of his life. The charm of the patterns he

had wondered at in the flowers, leaves, crystals, the curving beach,

the cirrus clords, grew into his daily life. His shelters, at first rude

and clums}'. began to take frirm, order, design. He was delighted

to find that in his effective day's work there could enter a creative

character. .Architecture was making its appearance, as patterned

forms, first in his imagination, then in solid material which he

came to see could be made to express what he had inside of him.

His units were small from necessity, but he could repeat them, and

thus he put n-thm into pattern. .\n<l conversely in his dances he

began to introduce patterned forms, corresponding to the forms he

had beat out on his drum. He found he could make a pyrrhic dance,

a trochaic dance, and an iambic dance. It was many centuries

l)efore the number three was put into his building, for he did not

find out how to make a triangle of stones stand up. This puzzling

triple of things was a long time getting into his dance. Dactyls,
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amphibrachs. and anapests were patterns that did not fit tiie dual

symmetrv- of his body. Sometimes he wished he had three legs,

and three arms, and three sides. He became fascinated with this

mysterious three. It seemed to belong to a kind of superior man.

\ ague glimpses of the fleeting spirit of Beauty were these primi-

tive phases of the life of Eoandros. But the Quest of Beauty had

begim. Rythm and order were emerging in the consciousness of

man.

II. SUXR'SE

1. SytJimetry Einerrjes.

The scene changes much, for manv thousands of years have

gone by. and their loitering procession has wrought many marvels

undreamed of by Eoandros. and has brought many new visions,

strange as exotic flowers. ^Magnificent cities have grown up under

the magic wand of the passing milleniums. adorned with lavish

structures. The waves still snip-snap on the sands, but tlieir croon-

ing is drowned in the noise of unloading galleys, and their r\"thm is

distorted by the floating debris they lift with ever\- pulsation. The

songs of birds may still be heard up in the mountains far from the

turmoil of the throngs that wander through the streets of the cities.

The pvrrhic r\l:hm now is the clack-clack of chariot wheels that

rumble over the stones of the streets. The simple patterns in the

huts of Eoandros have given place to elaborate structures of stone

that would have seemed to Eoandros to be the work of genii.

Palaces, temples, monuments to the vain-glon.- of kings, magni-

ficent gardens for the pleasure of emperors, walls around the cities

that were ridges of hills ! On them roll thirty chariots side by side.

Canals flow by as large as rivers. In place of a simple square hut

there is a mammoth pyramid, many hundreds of feet on the sides

and in its height. Instead of small cubes of stone a man could

lift there are now monoliths not a thousand men could lift. Out

of these ars built temples and palaces whose corridors echo the

commands of rulers and chants of priests. The deerskin coat has

become scarlet and and blue and white, with trimmings of gold,

and green and purple. The pentagram in flowers is now wrought

in silver and copper and gold. Jewels that glow with the hidden

fire of gems, flash red and blue and green from the arms, the necks,

and the girdles of women, carved by cunning skill into patterns that
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Eoandros never saw. The blare of trumpets, the tinkle of bells,

the liquid notes of harps, mingle with the laughter of the banquet

tables, where even the dishes have been designed to exhibit the

gorgeous wealth at the command of the host. Statues of heroes, gods,

and nymphs mark the alleys in the parks and gardens, where the

tinkling of the fountains still gives the rythm in the endless flow

of time.

To simple rythm has been added the enrichment of tone. Mu-

sic has come into the world, and rythms now expand in richly clad

forms like new tropical plants, as the sun of civilisation rises. In-

stead of the phyllotaxis of leaves around a growing stem, we now

have the phyllotaxis of the musical scale, the dominant with three

waves where the tonic had two, the mediant with five in four of the

tonic, the subdominant with four in three of the tonic. Mesoandros

is charmed to find that by changing the lengths of his harpstrings

he can produce all these different tones which please his ear, but

which do more than that, they enable him to find an expression for

that everlasting longing which he has down inside him. He has

made tone patterns to go with his rythm patterns, melodies have

come into existence, with their strange power of moving him to

sparkling gaiety or to wistful sadness. His melodies wind around

his unspoken dreams with their tone leaves and flowers in the

new strange but symmetric patterns.

And to the stone walls with their natural markings has been

added a wealth of color. Patterns now have their richly clad forms

and are dressed in exotic clothes. This furnishes another new phyl-

lotaxis, for certain combinations of colors seem to please, and by

weaving them into i)attcrns the effect is delightful. Mesoandros

has not yet discovered what only centuries will disclose, the spiral

three in two, four in three, five in four, the tonic, the dominant,

mediant, and subdominant of the color scale. IJut somehow in

that deep-lying core of him, whence come so many unsatisfied wishes,

he senses vaguely the unity which is inside everything. He has

glimpses of profounder rythms, than any he has yet made expres-

sions for. The painter has emerged from the crowd, just as has

the musician. Both have found new means to clothe lieauty in a

richness she never had in the simple materials of Eoandros. Archi-

tecture, Music, Sculpture, Painting, all expand and blossom lavishly,

l^'or many centuries all the materials of sea and land and air will
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be seized to weave robes for Beauty. Elusive Spirit! At last you

will be imprisoned in tbe habitations of wealth and power and

leisure ! Man will even make a servant of you to intensify his

pleasures, to give him a deeper thrill ! You will be the slave-girl

to come to the dance when bidden ! Your scant draperies will de-

scribe graceful volutes in the air ;
your sandaled feet will tap new

rythms to the clink of anklets, and the jingle of tambourines. Your

dance will be loaded with tone rythms ; your arms will flash with

jewel patterns ; the subtle white of the moon will blend with the

flickering waves from the torches to make strange shadows dance

on your laughing face ; and the stars will twinkle in unison with all

the rich harmony ! Your wealthy patron is paying for more than he

knows, because your dance originated in the attempt of Eoandros

to express something in his soul which had in it the rythm of the

universe. As best he could he made a ritual to make visible in

some way this eurythmic creative urge. Even though they wrap you

in color and tone, the universal rythm is immortal, and its glory can-

not be hidden

!

But not everything is in the crowded city. Here is a mountain in

Samos with a solitary watcher on top. The smoke of his fire rises

and floats away on the light zephyr of the evening. The sticks of

wood vanish as the flames dance and the smoke drifts. The tum-

bling brook near by hurries over the rocks in a flurry of white foam,

and rushes down to the sea. Mists rise from the sea and become the

floating clouds, which break in rain and come down to the earth.

Eire lives by the death of earth, and i\r by the death of fire. Water

lives by the death of air, and earth by the death of water. Behold

the unending cycle of rythmic change ! He watches the steady

march of the stars as they light their tapers in the dark-blue sky.

He hears their silent music as they turn on their paths from east

to west. Rythm, rythm, all is rythm he thinks—music of the

spheres ! Down where the waves of the Icarian sea wash the sands

he draws patterns and studies them intently. Some are made of

squares. Sometimes the sum of two sets of the little squares will

make a larger square. He studies the tap-tap-tap- which in the

milleniums that have past has become the one, two, three, ....of

numbers. This he has broken by counting round a circle. Especially

the count of six could give either two or three by skipping corners.

The count of five could not. It gave a mystic pentagram which he
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and his frieiuls use as a symbol of the intertwined melody of the

universe. lie sits where Aetna frowns with sulphurous smoke,

and studies his lyre. He has found that if he changes the lengths of

the strings, he can get the tones of the scale of music. The

lengths of three in two, four in three, five in four gave tones which

])lease when struck together, lie handles a cube and finds six on

the faces, eight on the corners, and twelve on the edges. The same

proj)ortions as in the musical scale. Surely rythms penetrate the

universe and everything is just an exhibition of this numerical nui-

sic. If he had known another set of ninety-two complex rythms

Mesoandros woidd be twenty-fi\e centuries too early. In another gar-

den near the city he and his friends draw sand-diagrams and spend

days and years looking at them. The hidden rythms and inner j)at-

terns \Thich the\ see they set down. Along with the right and left

svmmetry. the two-fold symmetry, they have f(jund many others,

arranged in patterns. The isosceles figure, appears with its repi-

titions. It is full of zest like the hunt for gold. The regular figures

appear, figures inside of them, and the figures made by laying them

out in patterns of ornament. The sc|uare and the triangle had al-

ready given the keys to the diagrams used in constructing the tem-

ples and palaces. .And out of these had come a series of measures,

widening like the s]iirals of Eoandros. Subtle rythms had appeared

which were not for the many, for the crowd in the market-place,

nor for mere rulers. They were sacred and for the initiate only.

A general lost a battle because he did not know them. .\ new pattern

often api^eared in the midst of arrangements already known. And

at the same time, far away where the lotus swayed on its limber

stem, while the wild bees clustered in its cup, other secret rythms

of number entranced ^lesoandros. Like grains of sand in the desert

are the meiubers of the endless tap-tap-tap of eternity. And beau-

tiful are the progressions of numbers that can be thought of. with

ever increasing variety.

Music which had followed the steps and patterns of the dance,

was beginning to make its own movements, movements which

echoed those of the spirit in its efforts to seize the haunting rythms

that flowed ceaselessly by it. The effects of tone and tone patterns

were added to those of steps and created a sublimated dance. Un-

like the jjaintings on the walls, which seemed at least to represent

things, the patterns in music represented something more subtle than
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things. They held the quivering waves of emotion. In them were

unfathomalile c>cles. The difficulty lay in the attempt of the mu-

sician to make tone and time express a world which was vastly more

srhtlc than all the comhinations of tone and measured tempo. The

chisel had failed to hring to (lalatea the life in the imagination of

Pygmalion, and it took his own soul to breathe into the cold stone

a f alpitating life too spiritual for the marble. The painted walls

also failed to catch this same elusive s])irit, they seemed to be on-

ly unreal reflections, for the rythms of the mind and soul are eva-

si\e and csca]ie the trap of any material. Even the musician's

\va\-cs of air could not do it. In numljer and geometric form there

was no material thing, no medium, but they too had as yet failed

to show the li\-ing spirit. They were however beginning to make
it evidcr.t that in them unadorned rythm and order would some

day be seen.

2. Haniioiiv Emerges.

The years flowed smoothly on. The choral (Ireek monody and

the impersonal liturgy had helped in the quest for beauty. But

polyphonic rythm had swept around the soul of Mesoandros and

produced a new creation. A spiral in melody, sweeping from part

to part, returning to the source, redescending, widening in the

chorus, creatmg new patterns of rythm, and weaving together har-

monies in a magic song ! In the imagination of Alesoandros new
tone combinations sounding simultaneously gave him a hope he

kept pursuing that he could express in such combinations the magic

thrill which was always surging through his soul. He had mar-

velous success. He found triads, then augmented and diminished

them. Every chord carried its own subtle appeal. He and his fel-

lows were swept out of themselves into a world of new enchant-

ment. They felt intuitively that this was an indication that Beauty

hovered near. Music became a guide to her fairy realm. Meso-

andros had visions that led him to believe he was nearing the end of

his quest. But an insidious question kept puzzling him. In his

paintings he had found out how to give personality to the trees, the

mountains, the rippled lakes, and the dappled forests ; how to make

the sunset sing, the twilight whisper fairy tales, the morning stars

to chant together. In his architecture he had made stone oratorical,

he had caught the very breath of rythms and frozen it into solid
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form. The aspirations of his life had carried him higlier and higher

with every mounting spire. His dreams, his desires, his hopes, he

had crystallised, and all his fellows recognised them as also theirs.

He had trapped Life. Rut did this expression of life breathe with

the spirit of Beauty under the paint, the clay, the stone? Sometimes

in his music he felt he had almost unwittingly captured Beauty also.

Rut most of the time he was aware that although he had produced

what his fellows admired, and said of it "Marvelous! That is Life!

That is what T also experienced, what I felt, what I thought, but

could never make visible," >et he had failed ; for he had not painted

the \ision of Beauty, nor carved it in lacy stone, or sung it in his

symphonies. A subtle spirit was beyond Life. There was the un-

sung melody of a wider horizon, a i)rofounder world, a more dis-

tant star. 1 Ic knew that he had not caught up his fellows to a

new ether, had not let them see Beauty, but only her garments.

His life was rich and worth memorialising, with all its strange ex-

periences. But what about the Spirit that always beckoned him

on ? Could he show this Spirit through the surfaces of marble or

the glowing color? Could his music ever get in unison with the

voice whose message haunted him, yet which he had never been able

to repeat?

At the same time that Mesoandros was playing with the rythms

of number, he was also studying the patterns of space. He was de-

lighted when he found out that essentially they were the same, the

difference being something like that between music and painting.

He called the discovery Analytical Geometry. Through this unity

he was led to investigate many new curves, new designs, whole new

worlds. In one new world cadence ruled alone. Proportional simi-

larity had vanished. There were no parallel lines. No two pat-

terns could be exactly alike, yet there was a symmetrical order

here that pleased him much. It reminded him of the way he had

learned to use the seventh in music. In another space world every-

thing came back to the beginning. He could call it unbounded but

finite. It was the same as the rythmic cycles of waves that ex-

panded across the lake and then came back from the distant cliffs.

He found a new world by making shadows of his patterns, and

even though as he moved his lantern the shadows changed, yet

thev still retained all the properties they had in this world all the

time. It was Alice-in-Wonderland, though he had never heard of
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Alice. He called it projective geometry. He found a world in which

the phyllotaxis wound out and back and up and then into a fourth

direction. He could now arrange designs in fourfold dimensions

instead of three. This opened very fascinating vistas for him, down

whose mystic ways, even if enveloped in blue haze, was a pro-

founder world than the one he seemed to live in. He made shadows

on his walls of the new and intricate patterns possible in this new

world, and found they had a rythm, a harmony of surpassing

beauty. He had been making many traceries in his architecture

before, but this opened up an unlimited wealth of new designs. He
labeled this projective ornament. He wondered if there was any-

thing like this in numbers, and then he came to see he had been

playing with just these designs through all the ages. For he had

always been creating new ideal numbers to satisfy his craving for

completeness and unity. He saw now for the first time that these

ideal numbers made the same kind of patterns as his new spaces.

His positive and negative numbers gave the same symmetry as a

mirror, and the complex numbers gave an infinite symmetry around

a point in a plane. He was richer than he had thought. Also he

noticed that the cadences which he thought many times vanished

out into an endless infinity, really did not, but that often they seemed

to have a goal which they might never reach, but the goal was in plain

sight and on the wings of his fancy he could fly beyond the ca-

denccd series and arrive at the limit. This gave him what he called

Calculus. It brought in transcendental art and transcendental beauty

and showed they were real parts of his inner life. Through all the

milleniums he had thought they were merely dreams. Symmetry
and Harmony had now emerged into his consciousness, and Unity

was on the way.

III. THE DAY

1, Unity.

And today Neoandros is pushing the quest into new regions.

He has begun again to build organic architecture, whose form is

due to the expanding spirit which is organising the outflowing life

into much more complex forms. The habitations must be nearer

the ultimate beauty. His buildings soar into the skies, up from

crowded levels below into regions of light and air. His walls are

becoming transparent so that the sun can throw his shadows, his
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light and shade, across the surfaces of the interiors. He is decorat-

ing the surfaces with colors in new arrangements, with geometric

traceries of intricate rythms. The upper parts of his thousand-foot

sky-reaching structures he is drawing in. so as to give himself more

air and light, and roofs on uhich he is living again, as he did many
centuries ago. He has gardens up there and skating rinks, and

dines under the stars, then dances under the stars. His millions of

glowing electric lights, of all combinations of colors, he sets in

new and more elaborate patterns with complicated clockworks to

change them. The hum and the speed of machinery is in his blood,

and Xeoandros is introducing motion into his patterns, rythmic

change, just as if he was now making music without using tone. He
controls immense power and it makes his whole life l)eat faster, so

that unconsciously he is speeding up all his n>'thms. Just as mil-

lions of years ago Eoandros was searching in his primitive way for

beauty, so Xeoandros is still searching with all his modern inven-

tions for beauty. Machinery does not have the freedom, the flow-

ing spontaneity of the natural world, but it produces its own rythms.

If Xeoandros must live in the whir of wheels, and gears, in the

hammer of giant masses, in the roar of furnaces, in the new rythms

of rolling-mills, the creak of enormous cranes, he must inevitably

search for new r^-thms. the new patterns imprisoned there. Xo
longer does he hunt his food in the forest en foot, for now it is on

the way to him by land, water, and air. from thousands of miles

away. He hunts for what he wants at the poles, the tropics, under

the sea. He hears his fellow man ten thousand miles away, sees

him move and act. He has tilled the whole atmosphere with new vi-

brations, and new wave-patterns. The loom of Time is weaving

faster and faster, and the flying shuttle is making a design in the

warp and woof Xeoandros is not yet conscious of. There have

appeared new waves of power, lightning flashes, invisible colors

of X-ravs. and even the whole universe is throbbing with intense

heartbeats. Like the hum of millions of gnats, the cosmic songs

envelop us. Waves go in all directions, of unseen colors, which

to the eve that could see them would make octaves beyond octaves

of color-melodies and harmonic chords such as man has never

imagined. In his laboratories Xeoandros has found that even the

solid rocks, the everlasting hills, the pillars of the heavens, the

multitudinous sea. the thin ether, are all nothing more than hur-
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rying rythm?. Like golden clouds of trailing glory left by the

flash of the meteor, they stretch across his amber sky. They are

writing in their quivering hurry as they flash by. but one message

for him to read : "'The universe is built only of r\'thm and in patterns

of order, and the builder is the Spirit of Beauty."

The oldest expression for rythm was in the dance, and so it is

the newest. Swift is its new tempo, reflecting the rainbow, a thous-

and new kinds of rainbow, gay with the new freedom in life, weav-

ing new curves and tapping out new forms of poetry. It is the

flowering, flying, spontaneous, exuberant symbol of eternal youth.

It is the richly decorated expression of the various types of groups

found in memoirs on mathematics, whether finite groups or con-

tinuous groups. In the transformations on the stage, designs that

have to remain static in architecture come to life. Instead of be-

ing the frozen music which the architect creates, the dance is now
living music itself. In it there is realised a synthesis of space-

patterns, sound patterns, color-patterns, all woven together in the

most complex of all forms, the combination of human bodies in ac-

tion. Color and tone, statue and architecture, music and drama,

rythm and order in every form, all are called upon to contribute

sinuiltaneously to this new dance, svnthetised into one exhibition

of beautv.

This has been attempted in painting. The futurists undertook

to make painted surfaces express motion, action, the rythm of

movement. The cubists undertook to express the third dimension,

and some undertook to express motion of solid objects. Xeoandros

has also undertaken to express the unseen, unimagined. the un-

known fourth dimension and life and change in it. The search for

Beauty has led us into strange worlds, not given to the senses,

•nit the quest now is in the full light of day. not the groping of

dawn, nor the undirected wanderings of the sunrise time of man.

This new beauty has to be put into such material forms and their

combinations as possible, even if it cannot be adequately expressed

by them, but they merely blow the trumpets for the coming Queen.

This is the aesthetic renaissance now going on. and out of it we
may hope for new expressions of Beauty, wherein her glory may
be more apparent.

We have seen that the very beginning of the Quest of Beauty

lay in the simple expression of rythm and order, or to be more ex-
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act. in number and geometric form. We can follow this same ])rin-

ciple throughout the centuries, we may go farther and say that

the world of mathematics is. unconsciously perha])S, the source, the

creati\e matrix, whence emerge all the new horn creatures of art

in an\ form. It hecomes most instructive to examine the great de-

velopment of new ])atterns. new numbers, in modern mathematics.

We may start with the ideas of Galois, so rich in potentialities, and

and a single exami)le will suffice. He discovered that for every

ef|uation there was a cluster of irrational niunbers, like the petals

of a magnificent flower, but arranged in most intricate and subtly

beautiful symmetries. The simple numbers of Eoandros have been

multii)lied into a wealth of unlimited riches. Flowers whose conju-

gate numbers are arranged in grouped patterns of elaborate design,

blooming in one dimension, two dimensions, three, four, and any

number of dimensions without end ! Here is a mine of rythms whose

riches will furnish motifs and themes for futuristic music, dances

for the future, without end. We may hope some day to see the

dance of the (|uintic staged with all the loveliness it deserves. Then

we have the duplicatif>n, triplication, manifold repetition of these

forms in the symmetries in hxper-mnnliers. Xew dance patterns

may now appear on the stage and in the air, everywhere at once.

A spectrum spread out in a plane instead of a thin line is possible.

The tremendous realm of the linear operator not only contains all

of modern physics as theorems and corollaries, not only exhausts

the possibilities of a world of superimposed effects, but in itself

points to a world where events are knit together so closely that

those long past may reach over and touch those going on today and

modify them. These are effects like chords in a s\mphony going

on in the whole universe in eternity. The plan itself changes while

the music is being ])layed. We have a hint of this in the movie

films where a scene once shown is again faintly ])ortrayed to aflfect

a new scene. All these and infinitelv many more ty])es of symmetry,

harmony, compound rythm. cadenced and periodic jxjctry of life,

are at hand in modern mathematics waiting to apjiear in the crea-

tions of artists. They are the soul-children of I'eauty and must

receive bodies to appear in the world of phenomena. Mathematics

is the outcome of the study of rythm and order in themselves. .\rt

is the attempt to express rythm and order in luaterial form. The

soul of man is the creator of this world of Beauty from the chaos

of phenomena.
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2. Ideality.

These inadeqrate expressions are symbols. The expressions of

Eoandros were symbols, as were those of Mesoandros. They are

symbols of the haunting dreams of a real beauty which come to man

when he is not too engrossed in the world of facts, of change. The

dreams float in when he is bent over with knitted brows endeavor-

sing to reason out the problems of Life. They mock his crawling

intellect. They come to him in peaceful moments when the stray

wisp of cloud takes on an angel shape and catches a new and strange

hue from a world bevond the setting sun. They visit him after he

has left his laboratory, suggesting the benzene ring whose repeti-

tions will create hundreds of thousands of new chemical compounds.

These dreams are the guests at the table where formulae develop,

and at the touch of their magic an unseen unity unlocks the realm

of a new harmony. \\'hether in mathematical formulae, in the

scores of symphonies, or in steel structures covered with terra cot-

ta and glass, they all attempt to express the real beauty they are

heralds for. What is underneath as a force driving the mighty

stream is Wonder. The finest and the most lasting result of modern

science is the wonder induced by the startling discoveries of as-

tronomy, physics, chemistry, and the others. We understand at last

that we live in a marvelous and mysterious world of which we

know little, perhaps nothing. At last we realise that mysterious as

it is, it too is but a symbol, a hint, to tell us of the other worlds

we can create ourselves, where the mystery deepens, and the wisp

of clord is lit by a light never seen on sea or land. We come to

know that Merlin is each one of us, and we are the magician who

evokes Ariel at command. Under the spell of Beauty we may re-

alise the message of Pythagoras and "pass from rolling sphere to

rolling sphere of the universe, till at last we ascend into the radiant

ether, amidst the immortals, where we shall ourselves be as the gods."

Xeoandros is tired of the futile play with matter, he is sick of the

illusions of mechanism, he has lost all faith in the power of a deter-

ministic scheme of things as an answer to any of his fundamental

questions. For he sees that life is for the most part a sort of

shadow of himself cast by a radiance which is outside him but near

him. This radiance is the Beauty he is always hunting. However

many of its patterns he may find in the material shadows he finds

or makes, he knows that these patterns are only shadows.
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There is a sea whose singing waves caress a shining shore. The

sea is blue and in tlic crystal air that Hows across its surface wheel

the curved wings of ])lue-l)irds. The sliore is backed with tall

trees under whose sheltering shade bloom flowers of pastel hues.

IJuttertlies with brilliant wings flit in changing ])alterns from flower

to flower. The moonlight powders the scene with silvery radiance,

the murmur of waterfalls mingles with the night song of the mock-

ingbird. The air spins threads of perfumes that wind back into

the echoes of the long ago. The breeze loiters on the face with the

touch of a loving hand. The slight rustle of the leaves whispers

faintly messages that no tongue yet has told. I'^or the shore is that

of a Magic Isle, enchanted with the wand of Beauty. Here Pytha-

goras heard the music of the si)irits of the stars. I lere Plato saw

the universe spun in geometric jjatterns. Here Hypatia—martyr to

fanaticism—saw the Classic beauty. On this isle ( )mar heard the

nightingale singing and walked hand-in-hand with Spring amid the

roses. Phidias found his marble here. Da \inci spent his days and

nights wooing the elusive wraith that always floated just beyond his

reach. Beethoven under its magic s])cll wove the moonlight and

the dreams of the spirit into rapturous music here. Shakespeare

found Prospero under the shadow of the clitls and saw Ariel

floating on the breeze. Isadora Duncan danced here to the music

of joyous freedom. Galois gathered his unearthly blossoms from

the flowerbeds of this isle in his too short span of life. Henri

Poincare was charmed by this spot and created his automorphic

mirrors here. Einstein has just seen here that the universe is only

order in rythms. Whoso is fortunate enough to sail that sea in any

boat, to walk the magic shore in any shoes, to drink from the sjiark-

ling fountains out of any cup, will set out on the Quest of Beauty's

Court, which once begun shall never be forsaken.

"For truly as thou sayest. Fairy Kings

And Fairy Queens have built the city, son ;

They came from out a sacred mountain-cleft.

Toward the sunrise, each with harp in hand.

And built it to the music of their harps.

And as thou sayest, it is enchanted, son,

For there is nothing in it as it seems.

Saving the Queen ; though some there be that hold

The Queen a shadow and the city real

;
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Yet take thou heed of her, for so thou pass

Beneath this archway, then wilt thou become

A thrall to her enchantments, for the Queen

Will bind thee by such vows as is a shame

A man should not be bound by, yet the which

No man can keep ; but so thou -dread to swear,

Pass not beneath the gateway, but abide

Without among the cattle of the field,

For, an ye heard a music, like enow

They are building still, seeing the city is built

To music, therefore never built at all,

And therefore built forever."



THE EARLY LEGALIST SCHOOL OF
CHINESE POLITICAL TIIOI'CIIT

The Legalists as "LMrKUi ai.ists"

Till-' i)0])iilar hkkIctii use of "Ini])erialism" and "lni])erialist"*

ogives the terms a far wider connotation than might be ap-

proved by purists or conservative lexico,s^!a])hers. But this vague

use. as it appears in slogans in this country, has a certain conven-

ience and in this loose sense it serves as a convenient heading un-

der which to collect various views of the legalists ; for in whatever

sense the term "Imperialist" may be used it may be aptly applied to

most of the "Fah Chia.""

As an epithet of opprobrium "imperialism" is commonly taken

to imply the converse of "democracy," especially where the chief

element in the latter is held to be equality. The Legalist observing

the way of nature seemed to behold ineciuality everywhere—men

ever\where seemed to be born unefjual—and like the Confucianists

they were convinced that public order de|)ended on the maintenance

of such inequalities and distinctions of rank. It may be doubted

whether anv contemporary thinkers differed fundamentally from

them in this respect though the expounders of the theory of "shang

hsien" or the promotion of the most capable may have approximated

to a theory of "equality of opportunity."

These essential distinctions of rank were of various kinds.

Thus the "Kuan Tse" lists "Eight Constants." viz:
—

"Between

ruler and subjects, justice : between high and lowly, distinction

;

between older and younger, grades ; between rich and poor, stan-

dards." In another chapter we have this statement : "In a king-

dom one cannot raise everyone, because if everyone were in a

place of honour one could perform nothing for the good of the

country. It is necessary to have superiors and inferiors and dif-

ferent ranks—and that they be established according to 'tao.' " Ac-

cording to the same work, ordered society came into being as a re-

sult of the desire of the crowd to be ruled by sages, that they might
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be protected from tyrants. Sze Tse insists on the importance of

distinction in much the same sense. Thus he says, "When in the

case of ruler and subject, father and son, sovereign and minister,

elder and younger, relatives and strangers, each keeps to his own
sphere (or function), then there is good government." This might

have been said by any Confucianist ; but as in other matters so in

this of rank the Legalists dififer from others mainly in carrying

their views to extremes. We have noted the opinion of Shang Yang,

*'\\'hen the people are stronger than the government the state is

weak, when the government is stronger than the people the state

is strong." According to some of the Legalists, however, power
comes from rank rather than rank from strength or power. Thus

Shen Tao goes so far as to observe that "While Yao was a com-

mon man he could not rule three men, but Chieh being emperor was

able to throw the whole empire into disorder." Again he says, "If

Yao had been under Li Shu, the people would not have listened

to him, but occupying the imperial throne and being sovereign of

the empire, what he commanded was carried out what he forbade

ceased. Thus we may see that the most excellent wisdom is not

sufficient to make the people obey and the mere appointment to a

position enables a man for its duties."

Han Fei Tse takes other instances in support of a similar argu-

ment : "Chong Ni was the sage of the world ; he was careful of his

practice and understood the Way ; he travelled through all the states

proclaiming benevolence and righteousness and seventy men be-

came his disciples. Yet those who came to honour benevolence and

righteousness were few and those who were able to act righteously

were hard to find— indeed there was but he alone who practised

benevolence and righteousness. Xow Duke Ai of Lu was an in-

ferior ruler, but he occupied the position of sovereign in his state,

so that within his borders there was none that dared to be an un-

faithful subject. For the people submit to authority and if there is

authority submission is easily gained. Thus Chong Ni was the

subject and Duke Ai the ruler" ("Five Kinds of Maggots"). In

this passage "authority" evidently signifies government position.

Passages quoted in previous chapters will have made it clear

that most of the Legalists did not consider ability or wisdom and

certainly not learning as constituting a qualification for office

or rank. For Wei Yang there was only one qualification and that

was military distinction acquired in the service of the state. How
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was such military merit to be estimated? To fix it there was. says

L. Wieger, "un moyeii simple mathematifiue, le nombre de tetes

d'enemis coupees, ra])i)ortees par cbac<|ue brave (et des quittances

de primes touchees par lui pour scs tetcs)." It was thus that in

his "Historical Records" the "Prince of History" was able to enu-

merate the mmiber of heads cut off after each victory of the state

of Ch'in, reaching in the battle of Chen Ping to the terrible total

of four hi-ndrcd and fifty thousand in one day
—

"le plus grand mas-

sacre que I'histoire universelle ait enregistrc, je crois," as Father

W^ieger comments.

This is perhaps a suitable place to say something concerning the

"Militarism" which characterised the more typical Legalists. Many
of the earlier Legalists such as Kuan Tse and Li ITui are credited

by old writers with favouring a policy which is described in a phrase

which may be translated "Enriching the Country and Strengthening

the Military Power." Tn the chapter on "Agriculture and War"
in the work attributed to Shang Vang, the com])laint is made that

the result of giving posts to the learned is that the people "all avoid

farming and soldiering and concentrate on clever speaking, as the

peojile all desire office and stipends." Again in the chapter entitled

"One W^ord" it is stated that "the people's delighting in agricul-

ture and war depends on their ruler's honouring farmers and war-

riors." Tt may be of interest to note that the "Kuan Tse" in its

present form contains a chapter specifically intended to refute the

anti-militarist arguments of the Mehists, which indicates its com-

paratively late date.

Han Fei also has the teachings of Meh Ti clearly in mind in the

following passage, quoted by Hu Shih : "What are mutually in-

compatible should not coexist. To reward those who kill their

enemies in battle and at the same time to praise acts of benevo-

lence and mercy : to honour those who capture cities and at the

same time believe in the doctrine of universal love how can an

efficient and strong state result from such self-contradictory acts?"

To return a moment to the subject of rank and position from

which this digression on militarism started, it may be noted that

Han Fei did not regard the granting of rank as distinct from office

as making for good in the state. Tn his chapter on "Preparedness

Within" he says: "According to tradition and the records of the

'Spring and .\iUumn' the infractions of the law which led to great
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disorders came from ministers who had obtained very high rank.

When the law has been really effective, it has always been the work

of those of humble station."

Imperialism is, however, more properly applied to theories of

the desirability of the extension of the power of one state over other

states, or at least to the desirability of the extension of the sway

of a ruler. In this sense too the Legalist was an imperialist, though

his imperialism might or might not be of the type described as

"liberal." The outline gi\en of the life of Kuan Tse, the statesman,

shows him to be a liberal imperialist. Many of the views expressed

in the book under his name are also of this type. Let us take for

example the following passage from the third chapter of "External

Teachings": "In the matter of ruling there are three classes of peo-

ple in the world : those who rule others, those who are ruled by

others, and those who can neither rule others nor be ruled by others.

These may be distinguished as follows :—Those who have a sound

character and are respected for their justice, who are not fond of

giving titles, whose people are many and whose army is strong and

yet do not use the forces of their state to stir up trouble, but,

when there is some matter affecting the empire, put the interests

of their own state in the background ; these are they who rule

others. Those, who in all the above respects are the exact opposite,

are those who are ruled by others. Those who, when others ad-

vance, also advance and retreat when others retreat, who praise

what others praise, decry what others decry ; such men can neither

rule others nor be ruled by them ; they cannot profit those whom
they greatly love, nor harm those they bitterly hate ; whereas the

sage-kings honoured what should be honoured The sage-kings

did not make friendships by the exchange of goods, thev did not

divide up territory, regarding the empire (and its divisions) as

fixed .... They did not depend upon a show of force to protect their

borders and yet there was peace on their frontiers and consequently

good relations with neighbouring countries. This again meant

they had to promote suitable policies." Again returning to the sub-

ject the author insists, "In order to govern and make war it is

necessary to assure order at home ; only after that can one send

armies across the frontiers and lead them to victory, otherwise

one destroys oneself." Similar passages from the "Kuan Tse" have

been quoted in previous chapters.
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Liang Ch'i Ch'ao. however, calls attention to a chapter in the

"Kuan Tse" which attributes to Kuan Chung an economic im-

perialism of the most cynical type. The story is doubtless ai)ocry-

phal in the main but is worth giving as illustrating ideas which must

at least have occurred to the author: "Duke lluan asked "How shall

I subject Lu and Liang?" Kuan Tse replied. "The people of Lu
and Liang are accustomed to make a kind of dark coarse pongee.

Let Your Highness wear this and order the Court to do likewise,

then the people will imitate you. Xcxt you will forbid the people

of Ch'i to make it, so the material will have to be obtained from

Lu and Liang. Consequently the peo]ile of those two states will

leave farming and take to manufacturing this pongee." Duke Huan
rej^lied. "Agreed!" Kuan Tse then informed the merchants of Lu
and Liang that if they would make him a thousand rolls of this

pongee he would pay them three hundred chin of gold and that when

they had finished one tenth he would pay for the first thirty. (He
hinted that it would simplify the revenue collecting for these

states. ) The princes of Lu and Liang heard this and ordered

their people to make this pongee. Thirteen months later Kuan Tse

sent men to Lu and Liang who reported that the towns were so

thick with people that the dust they made on the roads w^as such that

one could see nothing ten paces away. T'len Kuan Tse said, "The

people of Lu and Liang may be subjected." "How?" asked Duke

Huan. '"Let Your Highness now take to wearing fine silk", re-

plied Kuan Tse. and lead your subjects to give up wearing pon-

gee and also close your frontiers to the pongee of Lu and Liang."

Duke Huan agreed. Ten months later Kuan Tse sent men to Lu
and Liang who reported that the people were starving; the princes

of these states had ordered their people to give up making this

pongee and to return to farming, but they could not get a harvest

for another three months and meanwhile the price of grain in those

states was ten times the price in Ch'i. In twenty four months six

tenths of the people of Lu and Liang had emigrated to Ch'i. In

three years the princes of Lu and Liang offered their submission

to Ch'i. To understand this story which occurs in the chapter en-

titled "Light and Heavy." it must be realised that under-population

and not over-population was regarded as the great problem of the

time.

(To be continued)



THE MEAXIXG OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE UPANISHADS
BV KURT F. LEIDECKES

IF one were to name one outstanding characteristic of Upanishadic

philosophy, one's choice would properly fall on the identifica-

tion of knowing with being. This equation, whether in an out-

spoken or implied term, may be met with on every hand through-

out the Upanishads. Deussen. who has done the most important

work on the Upanishads, regarded the atman hralunan equation,

that is. the equation between the individual self and the universal

spirit, as the basic thought in this literature. Yet the above named

identification is more primitive, pervasive, and commoner. The
atman braJimau idea, perhaps, is but a particular case of this mode
of thought which gees back to earlier literature. In the Upanishads,

however, the coalition of knowledge and existence finds a more

rational expression and is exploited philosophically.

In the Brnhmanas and the Aranyakas already we frequently

read : ya ez'<r]n veda, "he who knows this." And not solely to in-

dicate the end of a paragraph is it repeated : 'yea. he who knows

it
!' The word is too weighty, too sincere, to be comparable to our

lightly thrown out T know." All the depth of human experience

and emotion stirred to the very bottom speaks out of it. Dear and

gratifying it must have sounded to those who had the first-hand

knowledge and could now relate it to the eager student ; quicken-

ing and fascinating to the cela in his first lessons whereby he was to

aspire to the great experience in communion with his venerable

teacher : challenging and warning to those who never were allowed

to gain possession of the liberating knowledge.

One might rightfully raise the question as to why the ancient

Hindus insisted on knowledge and in how far knowledge for them

contrasted with action. The first of these inquiries will never be
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wholly satisfied. The social and liistorical background is too scanty

to j)ermit a conc!usi\e judgment. Certain it is, that the knowledge

so fre(|uently referred to relates to the \'edic complex of knowl-

edge. Whether this complex wholly or partly owes its origin to

a deliberate attempt to set uj) a barrier between the Aryans and

the original inhabitants, or whether it has grown up independently

of such or similar considerations, must remain a matter of dis-

pute. Yet even in pre-Upanishadic literature we find this complex

in a stage of transformation, reshaping and supplementing. This

ya cvam vcda refers at times to individual experiences which are

not wholly in line with the great bulk of tradition. Moreover, the

Upanishads are known to obliterate the distinctions between caste,

age, and sex. From all that it is highly improbable that the ya

cz'ani I'cda is designed intentionally as an impediment for any other

but the intellectual class. This consideration leads, by inference, to

the conclusion at which we shall arive in a different way later, that

the knowledge referred to is not a knowledge by description but

one of ac(iuaintance and, furthermore, not of intellectual faiuiliar-

ity, erudition or learning, but of insight, exj:)eriencf', and living.

Anquetil Duperron, the first to make known the Upanishads

in Europe through his Latin rendering of the Persian translation

of some Upanishads, struck the keynote and the spirit of these

treatises aright when he prefixed to his work this motto: "Quis-

qiiis Dcum intelligit, Dciis fit." lie took it from the Upanishads

themselves which say, for instance, in Miuidaka 3.2.9. yo brahma

vcda brahma cva bharati, 'he who knows Bralinia becomes Brahma.'

However, the Latin formulation sounds religious, whereas the

L'jjanishads are ])riniarily philosophically oriented. Thus their

characteristic is, perhajxs, better formulated more broadly as

:

'Quidris scio, idem sum; whereof the Mundaka passage is but an

illustration.

The fourth Rrfdimana of the first Adhyaya of the Tlrhad-

aranyaka Upanishad teaches throughout that knowledge is self-

distinguishing being, or that being is self-distinguishing by know-

ing. The primeval dtman, or self, perceiving nothing but himself,

came to know this and hence the world-all arose. In this Brfdimana

there are at least three versions of the creation of the world, and it

is pervaded with very primitive conceptions. However, there is

nothing accidental to these treatises and the phraseology is of no
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mean importance. If a wish, a mere word, or a conscious act of

judgment is made responsible for the existence of the cosmic sphere,

it is so many different points of view which presuppose a certain

philosophic reflection.

It is again this curious relationship between knowing and the

existence of that which is known. There is, furthermore, a real

participation or sharing in the being of what is known. In the same

section of this ancient Upanishad the promise is that he who
knows the creation as having taken place in that fashion (ya cvai'n

I'cda) will be in that very creation.

The examples are too plentiful to be worth enumerating. How-
ever, mention must be made of the later much discussed correla-

tion of one's state of knowledge and one's circumstances at birth.

In Kaushitaki Upanishad 1.2 this typical doctrine of reincarna-

tion is already well developed. The passage stresses action also as

determining one's birth.

The consecjuence of knowing (znd) are various. The expec-

tations of the knower vary from terrestrial joys and possessions

to more celestial and lasting happiness and pleasure or the en-

compassing of philosophic truth.

It is to Deussen's great credit that he pointed out that the re-

lationship which obtains beween the knower of atnian and salva-

tion is one of logical implication. This is true beyond doubt and

comes to conscious expression in technical philosophical passages.

]^)Ut the great majority of the sections in question may hardly be

interpreted in this way. The explanation is much simpler and has

a primitive root.

In the first place, the correlation of knowing and being may
be due to the general affinity of I'ld and sat. The native grammarians

divide the root vid into three classes: (1) vid—jnane; (2) vid—
sattayaui : and ( 3 ) znd—labhe. That is, znd has three connotations

(philologists say there are three distinct roots), to know, to be, to

find. \Miatever theories we may have about this word, the philo-

sophical implication of the correlation between knowing and be-

ing is not irrelevant to this philological peculiarity.

In the second place, to a person even of moderate philosophic

training the bearing which knowing has on being, in short the

epistemological problem, must be jof interest, and a less cool intel-

lect is apt to pass rash judgment. To this may come, as a mo-
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nicnt of second rate importance, however, tliat tlie class whicli

had 'knowledge' was at the same time that portion of the popu-

lation which enjoyed also all earthly comforts.

In the third place, knowing, for the I'panishadic philosophers,

involves a psycho-])hysical relationship. This is the case notably

when. es])ecially in the later literature, the word for knowing in

the original text is Udt 7'/V/, hut ind. Philological discusions are

usually irrelevant to j)hil()sophical ])roblems, hut wc venture to say

that tliis minimum of philological digression is absolutely necessary

for an understanding of the Hindu conception of knowledge.

It may not solely be due to the fact that the verb jild occurs

especially in later literature that the j)hilosophic import (as wc
understand the word ) is commonly more ob\ious than in z'id.

Where the two are found together. \ id has the tendency to charac-

terize intellectual knowledge, while jnd ought never to be trans-

lated by 'to know' simply. To aid our interpretation of the Hindu

frame of mind we therefore should always take it more pregnant-

ly as 'to realize' in order to convey a little the profundity attach-

ing to the word and its derivatives. Realizing has a depth which

bare knowing does not possess. If we duly take into accout the facts

it becomes difficult to understand why some have charged the

thinkers of ancient India with intellectualism.

It may serve as a good example of the life and character of

the Upanishad sages and i)hilnso])hcrs if we investigate tirst some

of the results of knowing {7'id), and then those of realizing (jrul).

These Indian ascetics—as we are liable to picture them to ourselves

—appear in f|uite a dilYerent light. They are concerned with satis-

faction of all desires when they have attained knowledge of a cer-

tain ty])e : they hope for ofTs])ring, cattle, general prosperity, and

longevity ; and in their worldly interest they think even of keeping

off hostile relatives, shciuld one be accjuainted with a certain doc-

trine, while fame, honor, greatness, freedom from rivals, and do-

minion, as well as praise, service and worship by the ])eople are

common rewards of knowledge. The Baconian "knowledge is

power" seems weak in comparison with all these assertions.

On a more psychological level and more reasonable are the

quite numerous descriptions of the knower as shining and glow-

ing with lustre, glory, splendour, beauty, and so on. I le is also

said to get a firm basis and support, and win the worlds, which again
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is equivalent to becoming immortal or imperishable, to leaving the

body behind, overcoming repeated death, reaching the heavenly-

world, or however else the phrase may run.

Under the head of philosophic knowledge which constitutes

liberation in itself will go all those cases in which the knower is be-

lieved to become one with the highest reality, be it Ciinian, braJunan,

purusa, \'ishnu, Krishna, etc. Expressed references to liberation

as caused by knowledge are ever recurring: being saved, being

born no more, attaining unity, non-duality, identity, bliss, and

peace. Knowing a L^panishad would indicate not an intellectual

acquaintance with its contents, but realization in the fullest measure.

Knowledge of the type of realizing (jnd) is used preferably in

a context that deals with very vital problems. In a large number of

cases it is a matter of liberation, perfection, peace, and immortality

—all problems most essential to the Hindu mind, ft is hardly prob-

able and possible even that a mere knowing, a bare intellectual re-

lationship, should ever have been considered as the only require-

ment for moral goodness and everlasting satisfaction.

The consequences of 7/7(7 are in many ways similar to those of

of vid. A person having the experience of realization believes him-

self to have gone to non-death, having reached amrtyu (immor-

tality) already, or at least to have conquered or cut the cord of

death, as the expression is. It 'frees from all fetters', liberates,

and is instrumental in attaining the three worlds or reaching brah-

man. Peace, happiness, and bliss also are a reward, and likewise

individual perfection, release from all misfortune, dispelling all

dilusion (uioJia), as well as obtaining or losing all desires (the two

being synonymous for Hindu thought, according to the saying

"nihil habentcs omnia possidcntcs").

In more philosophic passages we have a realizing of or grasp-

ing in its full meaning and significance a thing of worth, a fun-

damental truth, or a character of reality as such. Elsewhere the

verb may be taken to mean recognizing or acknowledging or gaining

a deep and vital insight. This insight must be, or cannot otherwise

but be imparted by a teacher by word of mouth.

Oldenberg is essentially right when he says that in the Upani-

shads one is not concerned with knowledge of the order of cool and

supercilious apprehension, nor with a knowledge of clear-cut, objec-

tive conceptions. Not for the reason that they did not know the art
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of definition ; Init because they were frank, sincere, and personal in

their attitude.

The fervor with wliicli the liinchi considers the acquisition of

rif,dit knowledge from a (jin'u, a teacher, may well be regarded as

a religious jiredilection. If so, however, that which is so characteris-

tically Hindu is lost. Religion is too vague a conce])t to be ai)])lica-

ble to the L'panishads in their entirety.

Into this category of interjjretation falls also the contention that

Hindu thinking especially with reference to the knowledge prob-

lem is essentially magical. It is, in as far as knowledge of whatever

kind is reputed to bluntly cause changes in the objective universe.

However, leaving alone this unphilosophic and naive view which,

to some extent, is current even now, the Hindu definition of philo-

sophy has always distinguished itself from our Western definitions

in that it meant, and still means to the Hindus (and. as a matter of

fact, to the whole ( )rient ) a LchensmichanuHij. In other words,

they believe, as many advocates of a philosophy of life even now

do, that my philosoi)hic \)o\\\i of view colors my relation and at-

titude towards the universe. Call this magic, if you like, but you

might in labelling it thus do injustice to those early thinkers to

whom the greatest respect is due for their formulating for the

first time in history the greatest and sublimest of all truths, tat tvam

asi.
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